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CHAPTER 1
L
INTRODUCTION
1.1
	 Purpose of Thesis
Overcrowding of the radio frequency spectrum is forcing users to
consider operating at higher and higher frequencies and to investi-
gate the practicality of orthogonal pol-arization frequency reuse [1].
owever, this combination of higher frequencies and dual polariza-
tions poses certain problems.	 Atmospheric effects, principally
t
rain, depolarize the transmitted wave. This depolarization results in.._
a crosspolarized signal component which creates undesired crosstalk
's
between otherwise independent channels.
U1
f	 The phase of this crosspolarized signal is probably the most k(}(}{{ ^'?
J
+,-
difficult rain propagation effect to measure. 	 In general, theoretical
i predictions of phase are either absent from the literature, or they i
are presented as a byproduct of an attenuation-isolation model.
Theoretical phase predictions are often suspect for these reasons. i
This thesis investigates the crosspolarized signal phase in
detail.	 This investigation was motivated by several 	 factors.	 First,'
the phase has implications in the theoretical modelling of rain
propagation.	 It is a particularly sensitive function of certain _-
properties of a rain-filled medium and its measurement aids in the
determination of these properties. 	 In addition, phase can have a
direct bearing on communications system performance.
	 To illustrate
the system implications consider a cancellation system (or a cross-
^^^ F 4 MW rOM	
I^ 	 .l	 ,'	 t^ _^_	 _	 ^...>-.._	 _ ..	 ...,_-...	 -	 1 .
	
1	 .	 ..._..	 ,..^	 _.._..	
4.	 ' 'lam
..1
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J
use
i'
coupling system as it is often called) which injects a signal from `•
channel A of a dual-polarized receiver into channel B of the receiver.
iIf the injected signal has the correct amplitude and phase the
result is a cancellation of the crosstalk in channel B. 	 A signal from
channel B is similarly injected into channel A. 	 The phase of the
.
cancellation signal must be 180 0 different from that of the inter-
fering signal.
	
It is therefore necessary to know something about the
characteristics of the crosspolarized signal phase in order to
a
r ^
implement a cancellation network.
The questions to be answered by this these are:
	
(1)	 what can
be Yearned of the rain propagation medium from phase measurements;
-(2)	 how will phase variations affect a cancellation system; and
(3)	 is there a particular set of conditions that will enhance the
r
operation of a cancellation system? 	 In the work to follow a brief # ;
section of definitions is followed b y the development of a mathemat-
ical model to predict the phase. 	 This chapter, 2, will also present r
several phase predictions for different frequencies and polarizations.'
Chapter 3 describes the VPI&SU Satellite Communications experiment
with emphasis on the hardware and software related to the measure-
ment of phase.	 Presented in Chapter 4 are experimental data for a
wide range of propagation events at 11.7 GHz-and 28.56 GHz along with a
discussion of the correlation between data and theory.	 Explanations;
for observed differences are proposed and substantiated. Chapter 5
a1 addresses the cancellation system and its performance in a real
communications link.
	 An inexpensive cancellation device-suitable for
1
1
4.JJ 'y y
-3_ F;
I
the small earth terminal will be-proposed -a-s a conclusion to this
6
thesis.
`J 1.2	 Definition of Phase
f
i
Phase is defined as "the fraction of a complete cycle elapsed as
i' measured from a specific reference point" [2]. 	 In this thesis the
phiise of concern is that of the crosspolarized wave and the reference }
point is defined as the beginning of a cycle of the copolarized wave.
The copolarized wave is the wave of the desired polarization and 1	 q
the crosspolarized wave is the undesired rain-induced wave. 	 These
1
i
definitions are equivalent to stating that the relative phase of the t
cr!osspolarized wave with respect to the copolarized wave is to be '	 E
measured.	 As in most electrical engineering work the phase will }
r
be expressed as an angle in degrees.
f
Electromagnetic waves and their corresponding waveguide fields' N
and circuit voltages may be expressed as sinusoids in the general
formf
E	
.. VI(t)	 Vnt sin(lot +
	 )	 (1)
where •p is the phase angle relative to the sinusoid
v ` (t)	 Vm sinGit)	 (2)
and Vill is a positive number.
The angle ,p represents the amount by which v l,(t)	 leads v	 (t) .
This is illustrated in Figure 1=1 where	 , ,(t) and v,,(t) are plotted.
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Figure 1-1.	 The relative phase oi= two sinusoids.
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Here o is the angle by which v l (broken line) is shifted to the left
^f
of vCorres ondin	 points of v	 t	 = Vm sin(wt +2'	 P	 9 p	 i( )	 ^) occur ^/w '
seconds earlier than v2(t) = Vm sin(wt).
Similarly if
^
)
a
`,
v3(t) = Vm sin(wt + ^ 3 ) (3)
y
and
v4( t) = Vm sin(wt + 0 4 ) (4)
v3 Leads v4 by 0 3 - 04 where v4 is assumed to be the reference sine-
soid.	 If v3 lags v4
 then the sign of
	
- ^4 is negative which
t` indicates this condition. A
the copolarized wave is the reference sinusoid and is analogous
j to v4(t) = Vm sin(wt + ^p 4 ).	 The crosspolarized wave is analogous to
6 v3(t) = Vm sin(wt +0 3 ).	 The phase of the crosspolarized wave r.•i
k
referenced to the copolarized wave_ is then 03 - `04.
4 Expressed mathematically,''
0co	 Phase{V4(t)} = Rhase{Vm sin(wt +4)} _ 4 (5)
and
r
_Phase{V (t)} _Phase{Vm sin(wt + ^P )} -cross	 3	 3_	 - '^3 (6)
and the relative phase is
r•
z
7
^t
II
t.	
_6_	 1
^.	
^3	 ^4
= Phase{Vm sin(wt + 03 )} - Phase{Vm sin(wt + 04)}
	
y
^.	 `cross	 `co	 (7)
Therefore the relative phase is defined as
	 i
C_,
- ^CroSS	 coN
	
(8)	 fill
With this definition of relative phase a retardation of the cross-
s
polarized signal phase results in a negative change in o and an
advance in the crosspolarized signal phase causes a positive change in
A
The phase of the crosspolarized wave with respect to the
	 )
copolarized wave, d, will henceforth be termed the crosspolarized
}phase or simply the hp ase.
r
{ 1.3 The Phase of a Circularly Polarized Wave
j	 In dealing with linearly polarized waves, linearly polarized ii
fields in a waveguide, or circuit voltages, the phase is completely
specified as in the discussion above. The electric (and magnetic)
I
field vectors of a linearl y
 polarized wave oscillate in amplitude at
^
	
	 the radian frequency of the wave. However, the field vectors of a
circularly polarized wave are constant in amplitude and this leads to
an ambiguity in the meaning of phase. Several definitions have been
proposed for the phase of a circularly polarized wave [3]. The
 definition to be used here requires a reference direction in space
1	 ^^
r_
r
,z
ti
i
- 
7 -
to be established. Figure 1-2 illustrates a right-hand circularly
}	 polarized (RHCP) wave in space with the E-vector rotating in the x-y„
plane. Also shown is a left-hand circularly polarized (LHCP) wave.
A reference direction in the x-y plane is established along the
positive x-axis and the phase of the wave is measured b y
 the angle
through which the E-vector has rotated beyond this reference
	
a
direction. The sense of the positive anglo 'or the RHCP wave and the	 f.
LHCP wave is opposite. The phase difference between the two waves
remains constant as the vectors rotate in their vespective directions.
:
If a new reference direction were chosen or if two different
reference directions were chosen for- the two waves a constant value
	 !
is added to the relative phase. In the studies to follow only
	 v'
E
changes in the relative phase and the correlation between these
	 !'
changes and weather phenmena are important. Many constant te ►•ms
appear; for example, differences in the wavegu i de structure of a
,r
practical receiver introduce a constant term. Therefore the choice
of reference directions is completely arbitrary.
	
I-
Eli
1.4 Differential Phase Shift
The term differential phase shift. or the more concise term
^ F
	differential phase, will be used throughout this thesis. Differen-
tial phase (and differential attenuation) refer to the difference in
s- 	t
propagation constants for a wav e polarized in a direction parallel	 r
to the im - axes of in ensemble of raindrops and a wave polarized
parallel to the minor axes of the raindrops. The propagation C
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Figure 1-2.	 The phase of a circularly polarized wave.
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V difference exists because most raindrops are elongated in an
^j
approximately horizontal direction.,
^ Differential phase and crosspolarized phase are different
	 J
quantities..	 A relationship between the two is developed in the next
chapter.	 The differential phase will henceforth be referred to by
I
i ts complete name.,
l.i
f
d	 'I
lu
1
CHAPTER 2
A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR PHASE
2.1 Review of the Rain Medimi Propagation Properties
In this section expressions are developed which relate cross-
polarized phase directly to the properties of a rain-filled propaga-
tjon medium.	 These new expressions were developed in order to
provide simple equations from which the effects of the medium are
readily apparent. 	 These equations lead in turn to relatively
straightforward computer routines foi l predicting phase behavior.
The properties of a rain-filled medium which are of concern are
path length. canting angle of the raindrops. differential
	
attenuation.
and differential phase.
	
For Convenience ill raindrops in the medium
are assumed to have the same canting angle o.	This assumption,
r hi le not ideal, is realistic and is necessary to the development of
siniple equations foi l phase.	 The assumption of equal canting angles
for all drops is equivalent to defining an effective canting angle
foi
l
 the mediU11 ► .	 It has been stated that by defining 
In 
effective-
canting angle the cancelling effects of drops canted positive from
V
the effective angle and those canted negative frmi the effective
angle, are approximated [1].
A rain-filled propagation medium 
is shown in 
Figure 1 -1 with
ate 	 coordinate system along the horizontal and vertical
directions.	 One raindrop is shown in order to define a 1-2; coordi-
nate system which is rotated from the \-y coordinate system by the
10
-kj
4
	
	
lz^
- - 7f -7N.-J.-L-L -1 1, 1 1 1 1- 4  745,ml^ WtIM
y{
	
7-1	 l^'10
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canting angle 0. Differential attenuation and differential phase are
z	 .
defined as properties of the medium and are related to .he propagation
of two waves, one polarized in the 1-direction and the other in the
2-direction.
A wave which is polarized in 'the direction of the 1-axis_
experiences an attenuation of al and a phase delay of 6 1 upon
propagation through one kilometer of the rain medium. A wave polar„
ized 'in the direction or the 2-axis experiences an attenuation and
	phase delay of '12 and a2 	respectively. Differential attenuation is	 =f
defined as
	
ti = x l - •tit __
	
(9')
r
t
,
and differential phase is defined as
i;	 =	 t3
l 	-z (10) r
The differential quantities ,Y and ;.; are properties of the total.
rain-filled medium.
	
They are related to the scattering properties of
the individual raindrops by [4] -
,- = 
-0.434	 Fe (S1'2	 n(a)
,2
dB/km (11)
a
k	 '^
and
—,;1	 2 -	 w _Im{S? n(a) deg ►•Clun (12),Yn'
4n` i=
t.
}
where
Yt
f 
z
{
A r'.
^	 ^	 r
r,^	
a
t...
7	7 717 7., "[- i J I I A_,R, ._
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	 a
a	 = wavelength in cm.
n(a) = density of drops with equivolumic radius a
S1,2 = complex scattering functions
and- where the summation is performed over all drops in the medium.
The scattering functions S l and S2
 represent the effects on a
wave propagating perpendicularly to the axis of symmetry of the
raindrop.	 In the case of a satellite communications link the wave
	 j
ro a ates along a slanted	 at	 throug hp	 p g	 	 p h	 	 the atmosphere.
	 This path
`
Fit 1
intersects the plane containing the raindrop axes of symmetry at an
angle of less than 90 °. 	Therefore an additional factor must be
I
included in the above relations since they use the scattering
functions Sl and S2.
€ j The geometry of this situation is shown in Figure 2-2.
	 The
angle Y is the elevation angle from the earth station to the
satellite.	 The angle between the direction of propagation of the
incident wave and the axis of symmetry of the raindrop is g = 90° - Y.
It hasbeen shown that [5]
t
a = a l sine 	(13)
y
- and
` a = s y sine	(14)
144
where
t^
t
Iaxis of symmetry of
raindrop
Earth
Station
rl Local Horizontal
YJ
Figure 2-2.	 The geometry of an earth-satellite link.
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{ a,	 = differential attenuation and phase values for
incidence angle < 900 --
{^^ aj, ^l = differential attenuation and phase values for
perpendicular incidence
_ angle between raindrop
	  	 axis and direction
of propagation
((` Substituting	 = 90 0 - Y into these expressions yields
t si n 	 - Y
) 1
^•j _
- a i COS"  Y	 (15)
 ^
w
and
s _ 6.L!sin'(90° - Y)
aj cos' Y	 (16)
t
where 4	 ''
Y	 elevation angle of the satellite
These relationships will be used in the sections to follow.
` t 2.2	 Development of the Model
r
2.2.1
	 The Rain Transmission Matrix "
fi
A wave entering the rain medium can be decomposed into two
orthogonal wave components-.
	 A convenient choice is to decompose
the wave such that one of the components is linearlyP	 Y polarized in `
u±arsc 51 	 lei ' 
i
-16-
the x-direction and the other component is linearly polarized in the
'direction. However, the attenuation and phase properties of the^	 Y.	 P	  p	 -.
medium are defined for waves polarized along the 1 and 2 axes.
Therefore it is necessary to transform the incident wave with x and
polarization components into a wave with 1 n`j 
F
y 	 po	 v 	 h and 2 p larization
components. After accounting for the propagation of the wave; through	 x#
the medium it is necessary to transform back into the original x and
y component representation.
Figure 2-3a illustrates an x-polarized electric field vector
(representing the E-field of a propagating wave) and a y-polarized
E-vector and their projections onto the I and 2 axes. It is seen
	 '-
that
E^	 EX cos e + Ey sin e
	(17)
I
and
a
`	 E2	 -EX sin s + E^ cos a	 (1$)y	 T
where the superscript i is included to represent the wave incident
	
::t
upon the rain medium. In matrix form these equations are
	 '.
E^	 cos a	 sin a	 E^
l	 x (lg)4
Rai EZ	 -sin 8	 cos a	
EYI
	
The resulting components propagate through the rain-filled	 71
medium according to their respective propagation constants,
	
F	 ,
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Figure 2-3a. Decomposition of vectors.
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Figure 2-3. Decomposition and recomposition of
	
r
vectors representing a wave propagating
through rain.
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Ll
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S
1 	
_(al + JRl)L
	
m
dl	 e
k	 -(a2 + J02)L	
.	
a
d2 3 e	 (20)
_	 where
	= attenuation	 nepers/lun
61,2 phase delay	 radians/wn
L	 path length	 kin
Both a and U are positive numbers and the negative sign nn the
exponents in these relations assures that the wave is attenuated and	 t
AM
t
phase delayed.
^	 s
The effects of the rain are expressed in matrix form as [6]
n
E1	 d1	 0	 E1
z	
E2	 0	 d2	 E2
In a manner which is analogous to the decomposition of the
wave into 1 and 2 components, the wave leaving the rain meditrn is
f	 recomposed into x and y components. This is illustrated in Figure
f a	 2- 3b. The results are
E x	 cos N	 -sin. t) 	 El
(22)
y	 2	 !.E	 sin 	 Cos «	 E	 ^>
1	
The three steps of decomposition, propagation, and recomposition 	 y
Y
f
- 19 -
are integrated into a single expression by forming the matrix
product i
Ex	cos a	 -sine d 1	 0 cos e	 sib e^ EX
,A
Ey sine c os s 0	 d2 -sins	 cos a Ey
^^
cos a	 -sin' a d1 cos a	 d1	 sine fX
sine cos a -d2 sine	 d2 cos a Ey € -
d 1 cos2 e + d2 sine a	 (d1_- d 2 )sin a cos a Ex
(23)
(d1 - d2 )sin a cos a	 d1 sin2 s + d2 cost a Ey
The transmission matrix }
d1 cost e + d2 sing e	 (d1	 - d2 )sin a cos a
iy
(24)
(d 1 - d 2 )sin a cos a	 dl sing e + d2 costa
is a compact expression which includes the total effect of the rain
medium.	 This expression it in agreement with expressions derived by y'
others [6]. t
2.2.2 Circular Polarization,,
^ mIn this section a pure circularly polarized wave is assumed to r
It
r-I
	
Y
S
20
tY''
s be transmitted and the medium effects are modelled with the r:
transmission matrix developed in the previous section.
	 The wave r
r
which exits the depolarizing rain medium will have both a RHCP
component and a LHCP component. 	 These components are to be extracted
and the relative phase of the two determined.
	 This yields the
crosspolarized phase assuming the receiving antennas are perfect
circularly polarized antennas.
	 Deviations in the crosspolarized
phase because of imperfect antennas will be discussed in sections
2:6 and 2.7.
Assuming that the incident wave is right-hand circularly
polarized, the x-component of the wave leads the y-component by 90°.
^
This is expressed in vector notation as
n
Ei=EXx+Eyy t,..
LD ^aax+e	 y
_	 j(-90°}
+x	 e	 y -0
x	 i y	 (25)'
and in matrix notation as
Ell
1
EX
1: '
t
Ey
The magnitude is suppressed and proportionality signs are used here..
,Y
^^	 9
f	
_
A.
because the phase is not dependent upon the magnitude of the incident
wave.	 This concept will be used in several places in this derivation
thein order to reduce	 complexity of equations.!1
x This representation of the incident wave is multiplied by the
transmission matrix.	 The results are the x andY componentsonents of the
wave leaving the rain medium:
{i
1(^
Ex dl cos t e + d2 sine e	 (dl	 - d 2 )sin a cos e 1
It l Ey
Q
(dl - d2)sin a cos a
	 dl sin? d + d2 cos t a -j
a
d1 cos' a + d2	 ^(sin e e -	 d 1	 - d2 ) sin a cos e
(dl - d2 )sin a cos a - j(d`sin 2 e + d2 cos'- 8)
d l (cos'- a -,j	 sin a cos a) + d 2 (s y r.' 9 + j sin s cos 9)
i
di(sin a COS e	 - j	 sin'- a) - d,,(sin 0 ' cos e + j	 cos t
 9)L
r
dl cos e(cos a - j sin a) + j d 2 sin a(COS e - j sin e)
dl sin a(cos e - j sin a) - j d 2 cos e(cos a	 - j sin e)
d l cos 9 + j d2 sin o
_	 (cos a - j sin a)
dl
	
sin e-jd2 COS e
-22-i
dl COS'e + j= d2 sin e
e	 (27)
dl sin e - j d2 cos e	 k
•
	
	
Y
r7
A
Although it is not obvious from this expression, the pure RHCP wave
	 ^=
has been depolarized into a wave with RHCP and LHCP components. It
is , necessary to extract these two components.	 .
The copolarized wave i s RHCP and will be received by a RHCP 	 E
f	 antenna, the output voltage of such an antenna will be proportional:
in magnitude and phase to the RHCP wave. The vector representation
g	 of this antenna is determined by the wave that it transmits, and, 	 x'
tj
5	
as in the case of the i nci dent !RHCP wave, this isu
 Y M
x	 e
	
X	 J 
	
(28) t-,
(co)
The phasor voltage at	 c :;antenna output port as a result of the
	
r«
received wave is expressed as the dot product of the wave vector and
9
the complex conjugate of the receiving antenna vector:
	
a,
Voo C E ea	 (29)	 w
ri	 r(co)	 }.
where
	
.
V
phasor output voltage of the copolarized antenna
c
C = constant of proportionality
The subscriptr appearing on the antenna vector indicates that the
receiving polarization state of they antenna must be used. The	 µ
	
e:^_	 ^-
JM
i
rt
Y
J	 i
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'. polarization vector of an antenna upon receiving is not necessarily
the same as the polarization vector of the wave which it transmits.
A transformation is required to obtain ea
	from ea.`
r
This transformation is discussed in detail in Appendix 1 where 	 '.
l^^
F
d it is shown that the required transformation is
a	 = 1800 - a
r
(30)
` where s is the phase angle of the y-component of the wave transmitted
by the antenna in question.
In this case,
e	 a X	 yja(co)
-500)
= X 
+ eJ( y
- x + e3a y	 where a - -90° (31)
Therefore
180° - a = 1800 _ (-90°)r = 270° (32)
ra j and
jar
e	 x+e	 y r
ar(co)
	 i. 	j(270°).
x+e=
	 y
- x	 j Y
	
-
(33)
The output of the copolarized antenna i s
I .^
!	
t
It i
s rte_
.4
e
101
r
I
24
*Vco	 E	 ea
s;
r(co)
(E	 x + E	 •Y)	 (x - j Y)*x	 y r .
(Ex x +Ey A	 (x+ jy)
f 1^_ = Ex + j Ey
(34)
T^
=.
!
_. and the phase of this voltage is simply ,.
Oco = Phase{Ex + j Ey } (35)
Substituting the E x and Ey components of the wave leaving the rain w
-`
4
{ medium. ( from (27)) yields -
4
co = Phase{ je-^ e (d l cos e + j d2 sin 8)]
+ j [e-e (dl sin e - j d2 cos e)^} (36)
`.
and simplifying
F	 r
co 
=I Phase{e-3e [dl (cos e + j sin e) + d2 (cos e + j sin e)]}
X al
Phase{
e
-3e [e38 (d 1 + d2)]}
Y ^
= Phase{dl + d2 }	 . (37) t
^• Similarly, the crosspolarized LHCP antenna is represented by
! e	 x+ j
a(x	
y)
j The angle of the y-component, 6, is +90 0 , therefore #'
rt
f•
 : r
ice- 'Nsr^^''7!^j '
	
,•` a ^^^	
`^	 ^^f `!^`^^	 :t;j ""i
1
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S r	 1800' - d _ 1800 - (900 ) 	 90°	 (39)
and
j900
	
e	 _ x + e	 y
ar(x)
The voltage at the crosspolarized antenna output is
	
{,
	
V	 E e*
'	
x	
ar(x)	
.y
(Ex x+Ey Y) 	 (x +j Y)*
( EX x+ELY)	 (x	 y)
Ex -i Ey	 (41)
	
^-
and the phase of the voltage is
x	 ^x	
Phase{Ex - j Ey}
- Phase {[e-^ e (d l cos a + j d2 sin a)]
- j [e Ja ( d l sin a	 j d 2 cos a)]}i
	
	
"f
Phase{e-ja[dl(cos a - j sin a) - d2(cos a - j sin a)]}
Phase { e-je[e
 Ja (dl - d2)]}
= Phase { e`j2e ( d l - d2}}	
^
F
_	 -20 + Phase {dl - 
d 2 }	 (42)
Recalling the definition of the phase of the crosspolarized
l The phase 0X is the same as	 cross defined in Chapter 1.
u
-26-
^I
signal with respect to the copolarized signal, the crosspolarized
phase is
^x	 ^co
-2e +Phase.{d
l
 - d2} -Phase{dl + d 2 } (43)
for the case in which the transmitted wave is RHCP.
a
Consider now a LHCP transmitted wave.
	 The matrix representation
of the wave; incident upon the median is
EX 1
{ =a
a (44) #
Ey j
'1 •.
Multiplying: this by the transmission matrix of the medium yields the :.
x and y components of the wave exiting the medium. r
Ex dl cos t e + d 2 sine a	 (dl - d 2)sin s cos 9 1 ; 1'
x
^ a
E 
y
(dl - d 2 )sin s cos a	 dl sing e + d2 cost e j
.; d^ cos e	 j d2
 sin e
= e3e
( 45)
dl	 sin e + j d2
 cos e
a
This result was obtained in a manner idential to that of (27).
Again this represents a depolarized wave with both LHCP and
U-i
.,
RHCP components.
	 The copolarized antenna in this case is a LHCP h
x
ra;,Wl-
t-
27—	 —	
Y
ate.	
...
Ra	 u
antenna.
	 Lts vector representations are
E	
f,
(co) A 	 A
`	
and
fa--,
_	 (47)	 $:
ear(co)
	
x + J Y
	
E
k ^ 	 The crosspolarized antenna ( RHCP) vector representations are
r
ea (x) = x - j Y	 (48)
and
ea	 - x - j y	 (49)	 t
r(x)	 I;
Using these, the expression V a E
	 e*
a	
, and (45) the copular-
	 zz.'
r
ized signal phase and the crosspolarized signal phase are determined.
t	 ,
0co = Phase{Vco} = Phase{E 	 ea	 }
e
r(co)
= ''Phase { E	 - j Ey}x
= Phase{[eJe (d l
 cos e - j d 2
 sin e)]
- j[eJe (d l
 sin e + j d2 cos e)])
	
y
Phase{ dl 
+ d2}	 (50)
and
k
-
n
Arm
^m-
--k- - OR
id
0
0
H
-9.
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PhasefV I = Phase{E • e*
X	 X	
, 
ar(x)
= Phase{Ex + j Ey}
= Phase{[eie (d cos e	 j d2 sin
+ [eie(d I sin a + j-42 cos
= Phase{ej2@ (d1 	 d2)}
= 2e + Phase{d 1 	 d 2 }	 (51)
The relative phase between the crosspolarized signal and the
copolarized signal is
0
x - ^'co
	20 + Phase{d	 d	 Phase{d
	
I	 2	 1 + d2 }
	
(52)
is
The results using a RHCP transmitted wave and a LHCP transmitted
wave differ only in the sign of 2e. The 29 indicates that the
crosspolarized phase is directly dependent upon the canting angle
of the raindrops. Thus, canting angle changes translate directly
into phase variations in the received signals when circular polari-
zation is used. The direction of the phase change is dependent on
the sign of 2e.
By closely examining the portions of the equations for RHCP and
LHCP that are identical, several simplifications can be made.
.^.'4^1^ f 	 !1.....n...,.- . • arw^	 x.	 •' arliP!l^Y^:
	 T	 -i pi	 iJNAYI4^4lL; t+^•
I
29
C	 o' = Phase { dl	
d2} - Phase {dl + d2}
Phase { dl - d2} * -dl + `32 1
(dl/d2)	
_ 1
= Phase {	 +	 }^d —^--^- (53) {{l
1/d2
Recalling the definitions
dl = e ;
-(a2 + j62)L
d	 =2	 e (54)
their ratio i s
! + jal)Ldl e
2 	 2	 2e
-(Cal	 - a2 ] + jCa l 	- a21)L
= e^
= e-(a + J a) L (55)
where
i
a=al -a2 1
t
a	 a l	 a2
Substituting the above relations into (53) results in the 4-
crosspolarized phase as a function of the differential propagation
properties of the medium.'
jeI	 je t j(e1	 e2)
This is a consequence of (e
	 /e ) = e
t
'^	 r
i1
- 30
1	 _	 (dl/d2)	 - 1
4u
o	 - Phase {
	 =	 ) + 1}
I/d2
J x
= Phase ; {e
(a + js)L	
^^s
e- a + J s L _ 1 }+ l
Ii 	 - cos	 L -	 sin	 L	 - 1
= Phase {	 }
e
_
 
CIL(cos sL - j sin sL) + 1
(e-aL 
cos BL - 1) - j e aL sin sL
= Phase	
-aL	 -aL	 }	 (56)(e	 cos sL + 1) - j e	 sin sL
The numerator and denominator of the expression in brackets may bep	 Y	 ,.;
multiplied by the complex conjugate of the denominator.
	 The resultant
in the denominator is a real number which may be neglected with,no
affect upon the phase angle.
o' = Phase{[(e -aL cos sL - 1) - j e- aL
 sin sL]`.
X C(e-aL cos sL + 1) + j e-aL sin sL]}	 ^.
a' = Phase{[(e -aL
 cos BL - 1)(e -(%L cos sL + l) + (e-aL sin sQ 2]
-c'	
-	 - 
+ j[e	 sin W e aL cos _SL - 1 - e aL cos sL - 1)]}
Phase{[e -2aL
 cos t sL - 1 + e -2aL sin g sL]
•	
_aL	 _+	 -2 a	 sin	 LJC	 s ]}
..
o'	 Phase{(e-2aL _ 1) _ j(2e-aL sin st)}
= tan-1 {-2e- 
a(ain 
sL}	 (57)
-aL	 , .
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Considering again the ±20 term, the complete expression for
crosspolarized phase for perfect circularly polarized waves and
antennas is
-4
+	 _
A
	
±2e	 tan	 1 -
{^2 asin RL}	
(58)
-
-
where
+2e for LHCP transmitter
0 = canting angle
-2u for RHCP transmitter i
cx = differential attenuation of the medium in nepers/kni
G = differential phase of the mediun in degrees/km i	 .
L = path length in km
Predictions based on this equation will be presented and discussed in'
section 2.5.
i
Ann
4
2.2.3	 Linear Polarisation
n
The procedure used in the preceeding section for circular
polarization is essentially duplicated
	 for the case of linearly t
polarized waves.	 Nevertheless there are several important differences
that warrant briefly proceeding through the steps. i
Assume a horizontally polarized transmitting antenna.
	 The
vector representation of the wave leaving the transmitter and
incident upon the rain mediun is
Ei	
-	
Ei	
,.
x X	 (59) 
wA.:.,
-a- F- LWL4 11
-32
and in matrix form it is represented by
I Ei 1
5'.
.L" Ei =
x
(60) i
Ey 0
After propagating through the medium, the wave is given by the
product of the transmission matrix and theP incident wave matrix.
r_
The results of this multiplication are the x and y components of the
A j
wave -leaving the mediun.':`
Edl	 cos t e + d 2 sin = 0 (dl_' - d2)sin
	
a	 cos	 a	 1 ,4
x
Ey (dl	 - d2)sin -Q cos	 a dl sin2 e + d2 cos- e 0
.. dl	 cos t © + d 2 sin 2 a
^-
_ (61)
^.. (d	 - d	 )sin a cos a1	 2
l
The copolarized receiving antenna responds to the horizontally
polarized wave.	 This horizontal component of the wave can be
;
^. extracted by inspection. 	 Because the phasor voltage output of the
't copolarizel antenna is proportional to the horizontal wave component,
^co a d l cost e + d
2
 sin e a (62)
and the phase is
r
C
+S	 c
64 ,
AO7 7,717177-t -1 17 -17-
C4	 .
{ s _^t4 C
gg
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A
ti
co	
Ph_ase(Vco )	 Phase(d l 	cos" a + d2 sin z a)
_ Phase{d l
 cot'" a + d2} (63) {
o
, t
The voltage at the output port of the crosspolarized antenna is
r
proportional to the vertical component of the wave
i
..
Vx -(d, - d 2 )sin a cos a (64)
` Therefore the phase of the crosspolarized wave is kr
s
^•
x = Phase{V x l = Phase{(d l - d2)sin
	 cos a?
t
`
r	
'	
JJJ}}}
= Phase(d 1	- d2 } (65) ;y
^,*
The crosspolarized phase is by definition t
._
F
1 !^
' ' = Phase(d	 - d) - Phased
	 cot `2 a + d
This is remarkably similar to the expression for a circularly
polarized wave in (43) and (52).
L
If ,a vertically polarized wave were transmitted the wave
incident upon the medium is }
i Ex 0
(67) C 1
j
t y
Multiplication of this by the transmission matrix and reduction to
ac
^[ i the copolari-zed and crosspolarized signal phases yields
} tt
i i
P	 a 6;^ i1
'°^ • ^ e .tv t ^ -^,_ ^.^.^ "_ fA	 `'0.xyi. t F o^ Aw•
,'^.
yy Ai(
i
`.	 1r
}
34` ,
JJ o = Phase{dl - d2 } - Phase{dl
	
tan g a + d 2 }	 (68)
•
This is an expected result because rotating the transmitted wave
.i
r
polarization by 90° is equivalent to a change in a of 90 0
 in the
ij opposite direction.	 Replacing a	 in (66) with a±900 gives (68).
This concept may be extended and any linear polarization can be
accounted for by defining the proper a ± ^,. r
^	 t	 F
These expressions may be further simplified:
o = Phase{d l -_d2} - Phase{d l
	cot e e + d2}
d 1 - d Z
= Phase {	 }r
dl cot' e + d2
= Phase {	 ( 69
(dl/d
	
) cot2 e + 1}
F .
2
Using (55),
t dl	 _(a + Js)L Eed2
a
and substituting this into (69) yields
Phase
	
e-a+J ^ L cot 	 s+1
r
( e
-aL 
cos 5L - 1)	 - j e — aL sin sL
= Phase {
	 }	 (70)
-aL	 - ^^L(e	 cot	 a cos	 t + 1)	 - j e	 cot- e sin pL
Multiplying the numerator and denominator by the complex conjugate
t
. of the dr,
 nominator, then suppressing the resultant real denominator
Jt
*r
7
S
eG.	 f
A = Phase{[(e —'L cos pL - 1) _ j e- '3L sin i3L]
X WA cotz a cos aL + 1) + j e aL cot 2 a sin pQ )
A = Phase{[(e-A cos ^L - 1)(e-aL cot es e cos ^L + 1)
+ ( e-aL 
sin oL)(e -'L cot' a sin RL)]
+ j [( e
-
"
L 
cos sL - 1)(e-"L cot' a sin GL)
_ (e-aL sin SL)(e-aL cotL a cos bL + 1)])
Phase a-2aL cot- a COS aL - e " L cot' a cos ,L
+ e-aL cos GL
	
1 + e-2aL cot2 o sin' ^L]
+ j[e-"L sin OL(e " L cotz a cos 6L-cot ` a-e- '`L cot 2 a cos oL-1)11
	A = Phase{[e-2aL cotz a + e-'L cos aL(1 -cot' Q)	 11
+ j [e
-aL 
sin oL(-cot ` a - 1)])
^1 = tan" { e^
nL 
sin PL(1 + cotes a)	 }	 (71)
	
e:'^cYL 
cot= a + e-"
L 
cos ^L(l - cote a)	 1
where
a = canting angle
J
	
	 a	 differential attenuation 	nepers/{an
.
= differential phase per km
L, = path length	 kin
As in the case of circular polarization this equation is a
M	 compact expression relating crosspolarized phase directly to the
properties of the medium. This equation lends itself very well to
computer programming and predictions based on-this-equation are
kz
Y ^^ -36-
presented in section 2.5.
The crosspolarized phase for a linearly polarized incident wave
	
J
	
does not exhibit the direct canting angle dependence noted with
A	 circular polarization. Although it is not directly apparent from
an inspection of the equations, the crosspolarized phase for linearly'
polarized waves is only slightly affected by e. This is a strong
point in favor of using linear polarization rather than circular
i
when a cancellation system is considered. The a dependence of phase
for both linear polarization and circular polarization will be
discussed and illustrated in detail in section 2.5 and in Chapter 4.
2.3 Characteristics of the Crosspolarized Phase
EAn intermediate result in the derivation of the o equations is 	
h	
r'XI	 i
of significance for both circular polarization and linear polariza-
tion.  This result, which is in identical form for both polarizations,
	 ^» f
' .
i s
o' = Phase{dl - d2 } - Phase{dl + d 2 }	 (72)
}
For circular polarization, and for linear polarization
	 4
A	 Phase{dl	d2}-- Phase{dl cote e + d2 }	 (73)
	
k(	 r'
It is recalled that dl and d2 represent the propagation of
waves polarized along the major axis and minor axis of the rain-
drops, respectively.
t
i+
4.
7-
d l 	e
f, ! 
d2 =e
-(a2 + .j 02)L	
(74)
CIA
C. From this consideration
dl	 <	 i d2	 (75)
4
- and
L
angle{dl} < angle{d2 }	 (76)
The quantities dl nd d 2 , being complex numbers, can be
represented as phasors or vectors, as indicated in Figure 2-4.	 Both
d'	 and d	 are drawn below the horizontal axis because of the negative1	 2 r
sign on the exponent. t-
` The sum and difference vectors are also included in Figure 2-4.
I
The angle between the sum and difference vectors is o, the cross- ^. i
polarized phase.
Decreasing rain rate causes a corresponding decrease in
K attenuation and phase delay.	 This is illustrated in the sequence of
Figures 2-5a, b, and c.	 The sum vector always lies between dl 	 and d2
and as rain rate approaches zero this vector falls nearly on the
horizontal axis.	 The sum vector represents the copolarized signal
phase and the angle of this vector is insignificant at low rain rates. ".
The difference vector represents the phase of the crosspolarizedK
4
F
sinal.	 This vector is very sensitive to d	 and its angleg	 l and d2
,,
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can vary widely.	 Since the angle of the sum vector is negligible at
low rain rates
o	 Phase { d 1 	 d 2 }	 (77)
The angle of this difference vector approaches -90' in the
limit of zero rain rate as illustrated in the inset of Figure 2-5c.
Z
A mathematical analysis of the limit of crosspolarized phase is I- A
'`^^ presented in Appendix 2. 	 McEwan has shown that the phase associated
wi th ice depolarization is ±90 0 [7].	 Ice depolarization is
characterized by the lack of both significant attenuation and thus
F ^1 differential attenuation.	 This corresponds to vectors d	 and d22
being of equal length, a case which results in a -900 crosspolarized {;`„
Uphase.... The +90 0 result is explained by other factors [7].
It is obvious by an inspection of Figure 2-5 (in reverse
sequence) that with increasing rain rate the difference vector can
rotate only in the negative direction since Id l l <	 Id 2 1 .	 The sum 4
vector also rotates in the negative direction but through a smaller
angle than the difference vector. 	 This indicates that the cross-
polarized phase must retard with increasing rain rate.
Of course the -90 * limit of crosspolarized phase neglects the
2e term for circular polarization.	 Any other constant term that
might appear in a practical system has been neglected also.
2.4	 Phase Predictions
F.
The equations for crosspolarized phase are
Ti
L
or
V
-41 -
A ±2e + tan-1{ 2e
-aL 
sin sL
 e-2aL -	
}
for circular polarization, and
(78)
4	 ^^	 o	 tan
-1
 {	 -e-aL sin aL(1 + cot2 e)	 }	 79h=	 _
-	 -2aL	 -aL	 ( )
e	 cote e + e	 cos sL(1 - Cot2 e) - 1
for linear polarization. The usefulness of these equations is that
3 r
^ 	 changes in the crosspolarized phase v can be directly related to the 	 R
medium properties. In order to use these equations functions relating, 	 -
':	 a and a to a parameter such as rain rate are needed.
Raindrop scattering functions Sl and S2 have been computed by
-Morrison and Cross [8]. The 1 and 2 subscripts indicate orthogonal
4-	 directions along the axes of a raindrop. By summing the scattered
4	 waves from all raindrops in a medium one kilometer thick and using a
Laws and Parsons [9] drop size distribution the attenuations a l and
a2 and the phase delays a l and a2 may be determined [4]. These
Ell
results are presented by T. S. Chu in tabular form for rain rates
from 0 to 150 mm/hr and for frequencies up to 30 GHz [5]. Chu's
	 '.
	i	 tabulated val ues were used to compute differential attenuation and
differential phase according to
t
	
.i	 and	 (80)
f 4 ,	 S	 (S1	 S2}COS2 Y
w
x
42 -
' where
^
`R Y =elevation angle to the satellite.
_ 330 CTS (11.7 GHz)
44° COMSTAR D-2 (28.56 GHz)
4 Polynomial regressions on these points yield equations of
` differential attenuation and differential phase as functions of rain
r rate.	 Plots of the two equations for 11 GHz are shown in Figures
2-6 and 2-7.
When using perfect antennas the reciprocal of the crosspolariza-
( j tion ratio (CPR) is equal	 to the isolation between the copolarized
channel and the crosspolarized channel.Simple relations for CPR as A
w'
a function of a and s [10] are used to determine isolation, (	 i
I _ 20 log 10	{	 l + e_ a +	 .	 4	 dB	 (81) f.1	 - e	 Js)L
,f
for circular polarization and	
-
1
-(a + Js)L1	 1+ e	
z	
tan2 el	 (82)I _ 20 10g
 10 { }	dg
-^
j--^ +	 s L )l (1	 ton	 e M
C for linear polarization.
These equations, the a phase equations, curve fits to differen-
tial attenuation and differential phase, and curve fits to effective
path length at 11.7 GHz and 28.56 GHz were integrated into a
computer routine to provide theoretical phase versus isolation curves.
{#
Before presenting these predictions, a consideration of the path
length is in order.
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The effective path lengths used in the predictions in this
thesis were derived from measured attenuation statistics at 11.7 GHz
and 28.56 GHz.	 Measurements were made over a three month period at
the VPI&SU satellite tracking station.
	 Theoretical attenuation values
needed to compute effective path length were provided by the VPI&SU,
Rain Propagation Prediction Model	 [11].
It
Computations using the A phase equations have shown phase to be
very insensitive to path length.	 This is reasonable, for as •
illustrated in Figure 2-8 the phase of the crosspolarized signal 	 is
FA
primarily dependent on the raindrop scattering functions.
	 All
copolarized waves add in phase at the receiver as do all crosspolarized
waves.	 The relative phase between the two waves at the receiver is
^^ essentially the same as the relative phase when they leave the 71
raindrop.	 In the case of linear polarization and a very long path
the differential phase of the medium (in some cases) causes the
co0olarized wave and the crosspolarized wave to experience slightly
different delays.	 Linear polarization at lower frequencies is
subject to this differential phase effect more severely than at
higher frequencies.
	 This will be illustrated in the phase predictions
to be presented in the next section.
2.5	 Theoretical Curves
Isolation versus phase curves are presented on polar coordinate
axes because phase is an angular variable.
	 Polar axes are established
with the high values of isolation (corresponding to low rain rates or
—iu— 4
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clear weather) at the origin. 	 Propagation through rain causes a
reduction in isolation which means moving radially outward in the
VU
polar coordinate system.	 Phase variations which occur at low values
of isolation appear to be magnified in comparison to the same change
at high values of isolation. 	 This is because the transformation from
rectangular to polar coordinates is nonlinear. 	 The effect is
desirable because the phase variations at low values of isolation are
important both in propagation research and to the operation of a
cancellation system.
The predictions to follow are based on perfect antennas.
Imperfect antennas introduce errors in both isolation and phase, but r.
these errors are small for low values of isolation (again those values
of importance).	 More w-ill be said about antenna effects in the
next section.
Figure 2-9 is the polar representation of crosspolarized phase
for an 11 GHz circularly polarized wave with a constant canting angle
8, = 0 0 .	 It should be noted that the limit of phase for high values
of isolation (zero rain rate) is near -90 0 and that the phase retards
with decreasing isolation (increasing rain rate).
	 Of course, a
practical receiving system will introduce a constant phase value in
addition to the variable phase shown in Figure 2-9.
	 As an example,
this constant phase value can be introduced by the separate front
end amplifiers of a dual-polarized receiver.
	 The constant term can
bel simulated in the polar plot by simply rotating the plot about its
origin.
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Figure 2-9 shows isolation decreasing to 5 dB. 	 A more realistic
situation is illustrated in Figure 2-10 which assumes the same
conditions as before except that isolation is restricted to the range
of 35 dB to 15 dB.	 This range is more typical of measured values
seen at the VPI&SU satellite tracking station.
Figure 2-11 illustrates the effect of changes in the canting =
angle upon a circularly polarized wave. 	 It is seen from (58) that
2e is a term in the phase expression derived for circular polarization.
The figure shows two curves, one for a 0 0 canting angle and the other
for a 20 0 canting angle.	 This places bounds on the crosspolarized
PJ
phase which are separated by 40 0 .	 The phase behavior within the
bounds depends upon how the canting angle changes. 	 There is
,. 20° eitherevidence that the canting angle can change by as much. ,.as
by canting angle oscillations [12] or by an abscilute change in the 5
mean canting angle [13].
Figures 2-12 and 2-13 illustrate phase versus isolation
predictions for an 11 GHz linearly polarized wave. 	 These plots show
Elf
phase for a variety of canting angles.	 For canting angles near 450
the magnitude and direction of phase change are essentially the same
tt
4
as in the case of the crosspolarized phase of a circularly polarized i
wave.	 It is immediately obvious, though, that with linear polariza-
tion the canting angle variation has very small effect in comparison
to its effect upon a circularly polarized wave.	 Note that Figure
2-12 shows canting angles over a range of 60 0 .	 This range
..translates to a 120 0 phase variation when consideringcircular
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i polarization.
These linear polarization predictions assume a horizontally
polarized wave.	 The canting angle as defined here is actually thes{
4.i
angle between the major axis of the raindrop and the polarization
_ f
direction.	 This fact can be used to obtain predictions for waves
j , polarized other than horizontally.
Li The unusual behavior of the phase at small canting angles can be
explained by considering the properties of the medium.
	 Recall that
the crosspolarized phase starts at -90 0
 and retards with increasing
rain rate.	 This is the case in Figures 2-12 and 2-13 but at higher
rain rates some curves diverge and begin to advance in phase.
	 This '.
E is because of the differential phase of the medium.
	 The differential
t"
phase causes the horizontal wave component to be delayed more than the
vertical component. 	 For small angles s the horizontal component is
fi approximately the copolarized wave and the situation exists where
ff the copolarized wave is retarding faster than the crosspolarized wave.
This is equivalent to an advance in the relative phase.
	
In other
words, for small a and high rain rate the differential phase of the
medium dominates the phase of the rain-induced crosspolarized wave.
This condition requires the effects of the differential phase of the
medium to be relatively large compared to the effects of the
differential attenuation.
	 This is the case at frequencies below
approximately 15 GHz.	 The-phase predictions for 28 GHz do not show
this behavior. to -;
Figures 2-14 and 2-15 show crosspolarized phase versus isolation- ,.
r ,.
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for 28 GHz circular polarization.	 A larger absolute phase change
occurs at 28 GHz than at 11 GHz but a comparison of Figure 2-14
(28 GHz) and Figure 2-9 (11 GHz) shows that most of this change
occurs at high isolations corresponding to very low rain rates.
Differential phase values at 28 GHz and 11 GHz differ by a factor of
approximately two.	 Differential attenuation values (measured in dB)
at 28 GHz and 11 GHz differ by a factor of about three except at very
low rain rates where the 28 GHz differential attenuation is almost an
order of magnitude larger than the differential attenuation at 11 GHz.
T is relatively large differential attenuation at l.owrain rates for
a frequency of 28 GHz causes the initial largo crosspolarized phase
change.
Figures 2-16 and 2-17 illustrate crosspolarized phase for 28 GHz
li
lilnear polarization.
	 These curves exhibit the same initial phase
jump at low rain rates.	 As with 11 GHz linear polarization,
ca nting angle variations have little effect on the crosspolarized
phase. Note that the phase advance seen in the 11 GHz linear
Poll larization curves does not appear rlin the 28 GHz curves. 	 This is
C64WZC  of the Z111a ler differential phase of the medium at higher
frequencies.
2.6 Ground Station Antenna Effects
All of the mathematics and discussions up to this point have
A
assumed perfect antennas for both transmitting and receiving. This
section will examine the errors that may have been introduced by this
R4
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assumption.
Given a real antenna, what is the maximum deviation in phase from
the predictions based on perfect antennas? Consider for now the case
of circular polarization. The transmitted wave is assumed to be
RHCP and the depolarized wave leaving a rain-filled medium is RHEP
(right-hand elliptically polarized). This wave can be considered to
be composed of a RHCP wave and a LHCP wave. The crosspolarization
^I	
ratio (CPR) of the wave is defined as the ratio of these two
components. Y
CPR (dB) = 20 log
	
IELHCPI	 (83)W	 10 ER
T HCP r	
, +,
I	
where
JERHCPi	 magnitude of the RHCP wave (assumed to be the 	
E
U,	
copolarized wave)
{E
LHCPI magnitude of the LHCP wave
Therefore if
JERHCP^ - A
then	 (84)
CPRW(dB)/20
`	 JELHCP) - 10	 A
An imperfect antenna may be considered to be an array composed,
of two elements. One element is a perfect RHCP antenna and the
other is a perfect LHCP antenna. The relative magnitude of the
,
r- 61 -
response of these two elements to equal amplitude RHCP and LHCP waves
respectively , is the CPR of the antenna. 	 '
CPR	
IeLHCP I 	-
	
(85)	 `.
A	 e	 + ..I	 RHCP I	 ;
where a	 and a	 represent the antenna responses..	 The CPR is^^
LHCP	 HC  
related to the axial ratio of the antenna by [14]
t
t	 k
_	
I ARA I 
CPRA = (
	 + T	
(86).	 a
The antenna parameter a is also related to the axial ratio by
:.	 e = cot-1 ARA 	(87), 
	
* `.
,
z._
From these equations the relative contribution of the component
elements is4
t	 '
le
U	
LHCP I	 __	 I ARA (' - 1 	 cot e
	
- 1
 t!4
IeRHCP	
IARAI + 7	 Icot el +
	
(88)
The antennahas been assumed to be RHEP (i.e. the copolarized antenna, 	 :X;
r	
dominantly RHCP).	 Therefore if S 	 A
x
co
IeRHCPI	
B
'	 then I	 f
co	 I cot	 eco I	 -	 1	 f::
I eLHCP I	scot eco l + T 6
	 (89) 4
i	 w
Q
The voltage output from the imperfect antenna is the phasor sum
of the response of the copolarized antenna RHCP element to the RHCP
component of the wave and the response of the copolarized antenna
	 +'
fir, 4'	 *'
aLHCP element to the LHCP component wave. The output of the RHCP t
element is proportional to	 ^^ -
co
IERHCPIJeRHCPI = Al	 (90)	 :.t
and the output of the LHCP element is proportional to
co	
CPRW(dB)/20 Icot eco 1 - 1 S
IE	 I Je	 I = (10	 X	 )AB	 (91)
	
LHCP	 LHCP	 Icot eco l +	
-.
Y;
For a CPRW
 of -20 dB and a copolarized antennae of 400
 (JARA I 	 1.5
dB) this latter output is less than 1% of the former output and is C ;r
considered negligible.'
i	 The crosspolarized antenna is more severely affected by 	 s	 `.;
imperfections. An imperfect crosspolarized antenna may respond to the
strong copolarized wave with an output comparable in magnitude to its
response to the weaker crosspolarized wave.
k	 Again the relative response of the antenna to equal magnitude
`	 RHCP and LHCP waves is related to the antenna parameters by
J ex	 i	 J AR I- 1	 Icot ex I- l	 ^.	RHCP 	 x
	 (92)
ex 	I	 ( Rx +	 (cot e-x 1' +-TLHCP,
where 
leLHCP( i s now the larger quantity. Therefore if 	 f;
l
x
	 ) 	 CLHCP
s, I then
IcotE I - 1	 rx 	 x
( eRHCP I - (cot ExI + 1 C	 (93)	 E
{
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The output voltage from the crosspolarized antenna LHCP element is y
proportional to
CPR 
W 
(d6)/20
	
_
E	 ex	 = 10	 AC	 (94)LHCP I ^	 LHCP)
ll
which is the desired response of the antenna. 	 The output of the
RHCP element is proportional to n
p x	 (cot Ex
I
	
- 1
JERHCP I ^ eRHCP I	 cot Ex 	 +	
AC	 (95)
This quantity represents the error due to an imperfect antenna. 	 The
phasor addition of this to the desired response yields the antenna
This is illustrated. in Figure 2-18 where D is the desired.output.
ll
_response and U is the undesired response.
	 The angles of the two E^
phasors are arbitrary and the tip of U can lie anywhere on the circle
r
.
^
with radius
	 IUI.
The maximum phase error is n as indicated in the figure. 1
Therefore
=	 si n-1	 IUI/IDI
I COt	 E	 I	 -	 1
' I cot Ex l	 +	 AC
sin-1 —	
B
10	 W	 AC.)s
I cot
	 Ex I	 -	 1
Cot E	 (	 +
sin-I	 CPR	
o
:l. # ^ t^ 10	 w i
The -angle E of a perfect circularly polarized antenna is X45 0 .	 Let
E	 represent the deviation from this perfect value; then
Ga^1!'X:f' ..'	 1	 S 1  	 1	 ...1	 ..1	 --	 !	 -« "a4hn	 ?.R.	 Xw^
v64
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Figure 2-18. The phasor addition of desiredi
and undesired antenna responses.,
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ex 	 45'	 ed	 (97)
	
Using this, cot Jex J	 Icot ex J for -45* < e
x 
< 45*, and the trigono-
metric identity
io
Ll
I I
tl
cot B cot A + 1
cot(A - B) =	 (98)cot B - cot A
a simplified equation results.
tan
dn	 sin-1	 CPR	 d6	 01(99)W10
A typical antenna with a CPRA of 30 dB	 43 . 20,	 SARA )
1.065 -)-, .55 dB) receiving a wave with CPR-20 dB can generate aW
maximum phase error of 180.
Isolation is defined as the ratio of the measured copolarized
signal magnitude to the measured crosspolarized signal magnitude.
Figure 2-18 illustrates that the measured crosspolarized signal ^ r,.
amplitude associated with the maximum phase error is
4.
R	 IDI	 cos n	 n < 90 0	(100)
thus large phase errors n are accompanied by an improvement in the
R isolation.L
In the case of a perfect antenna isolation andCPR W are related
by
CPR
W
A-
or
^^.
	 1..	 1	 ^. F ,?,.^f
	11bfa1R4M. 1^ 4aNWMlM^	 '^^ 1
W4
4kt
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(	 I(dB) _ - CPRW(dB)	 (101)
1.
r	
The improvement in isolation is expressed as
I = -CPRW - 20 log 10 (cos n) dB	 (102)
,
f
NN
,xi,ll i
This improvement amounts to only 0.4 dB in the preceeding example.
The analysis of antenna phase errors for linear polarization 	 j
proceeds in a similar fashion but now the polarization parameter of 	 {
interest is Y rather than E, where
M
1E
Y = tan-1	
^^	
(103)(H
where
,EVI = magnitude of vertical wave component
( EH{ = magnitude of horizontal wave component
t-	 ^r
A horizontally polarized wave becomes an elliptically polarized
wave upon propagation through a depolarizing medium.
	 This elliptical
wave can be decomposed into a horizontally polarized component and
a vertically polarized component. 	 Again CPR
W 
is defined as the ratio
of these components,
`
E 
CPR (dB)	 20 log	 V^ (104)W	 10	
^EH^
Therefore if'.,	 Y
'EHI
IJ
.	 _	 .
_	 w
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0
then
CPRW(dB)/20
E^ ^ = 10	 A (105)
The imperfect copolarized (dominantly horizontal) antenna may be
decomposed into a horizontally polarized element and a vertically
polarized element. As was the case with circularly polarized waves
and antennas the undesired output component from the copolarized
antenna is negligible.
The imperfect crosspolarized antenna is also decomposed into a
horizontally polarized element and a vertically polarized element.
Figure 2-19 illustrates a possible polarization ellipse of the
crosspolarized antenna. The quantities e  and e
V
 are the responses
of the component elements to equal magnitude horizontally polarized
and vertically polarized waves respectively. It is seen that
lev = tan Y
	
(106)
eHI	 x
i
I
^I
t^
[l
1	 j
Therefore the two components can be expressed as 5
oi
^e^^	 = C	 ^eH^	 =cot Yx C	 (107)
,^` us The output voltage from the vertically polarized element is
proportional to
1 -
I CPR (dB)/20
W
1 JEV11ev1	 =	 10	 AC	 (108)
Y
and the output of the horizontally polarized element is proportional
I
s
t0
.
1
t
f
k ._
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ix Figure 2-19.	 Possible polarization ellipse9	 P	 P }
of an imperfect linearly
polarized antenna.
t
The phasor sum of these voltages yields the true output from the x^
imperfect crosspolarized antenna.	 The angle between the phasors is
j arbitrary ' therefore the worst case phase error is m
.Y
cot Y
^..
n = sin-1
x
CPRW d6	 0
110
(110)
_	 t;
A relatively good vertically polarized antenna will have a large
Axial ratio and a tilt angle very close to 90c .
	
Referring to Figure
2-19 it can be seen that Z4
ex = 900 - Yx	 (111) ^.
s ,
and that as the tilt angle approaches 90° this approximation becomes
an equality.
With relatively good antennas, the replacement of Y 	 with 90°
o
_ ex is justified, and
LI
n = sin-1
tan ex
dB /20 (112)
t10
A perfect linarly polarized antenna has e = 0 0 and its deviation
from perfect is
ed = ex	 (113)
therefore
tan ed
n = sin- 1
PRW
 d6 /20
110
(114) _
;.
i ^..
.
i	
?
' r w r	 rxg tS•ro a + a Yr
17'
0
u
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This is identical , to the results obtained with circularly polarized
antennas.
Figures 2•=20 and 2-21 are polar-plot representations of cross-
plolarized phase for 11 GHz circular polarization and 28 GHz linear
polarization. Also included on these plots are maximum phase error
n for an antenna with ex = 43.7° corresponding to an axial
b
ounds 'a
ratio of 1.047 or 0.4 dB.	 The CPR of this antenna is -33 dB.
rt These values were chosen because they closely approximate the 11.7
GHz antenna at the VPI&SU tracking station.
The solid lines in Figures 2-20 and 2-21 represent calculated
values of n.	 The broken portion of the line represents an approxi-
-oration to the error.	 When the desired and undesired antenna
responses become equal in magnitude the inverse sine equations, (99)
and (114), become invalid and the crosspolarized phase error can be
as much as 360°.	 The wave CPR at which this situation occurs is ^.
[,z easily determined by solving for CPR with the argument of the inverse+
sine set equal	 to one.	 This value is approximately 33 dB and the
^ 4
i
broken line indicates a maximum phase error of 360 0 for isolations
reater than 33 dB.	 This is a very conservative estimate because
-^
-I
large phase errors such as this are accompanied with a substantial
i
'	
r
increase in isolation.	 The actual error bound will be smaller than
that indicated.
The VPI&SU 11.7 GHz system uses a 12 foot diameter prime focus-
fed parabolic reflector antenna.	 Manufacturers measurements; on
r-
.}
--this  antenna include axial ratio on-boresight and at the -10 d6"
r,
1
x.
,.
1
^
L^} 71
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Figure 2-20.	 Predicted phase for 11 GHz circular
polarization with i'aaximum imperfect
- antenna error bounds.. 	 The antenna. F
axial	 ratio is 0.4 dB.
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Figure 2-21.	 Predicted phase for 28,GHzllinear
polarization with maximum i'mperfect antenna
error bounds.	 The antenna CPR is -33 dB.
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E =s
point.	 These values are tabulated in Table 2-1. 	 It is noted that
off axis pointing causes a rapid degradation of axial ratio which
correspondingly increases the maximum phase error.. 	 The -10 d6 point #
((iih
is approximately 0.5° from boresight.-
tl Antenna pattern measurements are performed on the 11.7 GNz .
antenna by adjusting antenna pointing to scan the mainbeam across a
? satellite beacon.	 This scan is performed in both the elevation and
f. azimuth planes while received signal amplitude and phase are '.
recorded.	 The results of the phase measurements are plotted in
Figure 2-22.	 Note that large phase variations occur off axis.
i	 This particular exercise was performed during clear weather
conditions when the system was operating with a high on-axis isola-
tion.
	
This corresponds to the area near the origin of Figure 2-20.
i
Phase errors during a depolarizing event will be substantially less
than those measured during clear weather. 	 This discussion serves
f
only to illustrate potential problems involved with antenna
pointing.
Effects2.7	 Satellite Antenna
t
The discussion in the previous section neglected the effects of
an imperfect transmitting antenna.	 This approach is probably
justified because in some cases much is known about the earth station
antenna but little is known about the spacecraft antenna and, as will
^l
be seen, the effects of an imperfect transmitting antenna can act to 'h
cancel errors caused by an imperfect receiving antenna. 	 This is a .-
F
^:_ .	 •rte'"	 :.^	
r
^ r...	 _	 .;
i^7 }
^	 y4 ^'°I
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Table 2-1. Axial.ratio of VPI&SU 11.7 GHz
ti. parabolic reflector antenna.
. On Axis
	 -10 dB Point
AR	 (dB) .27 2.0 1
e degrees 44.11° 38.460
t}1CP 1`1.7 GHz.
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Figure 2-22.	 Clear weather phase measurement
` of the 11.7 GHz VPI&SU Earth
Station antenna.
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statement that two elliptically polarized antennas may be matched in
polarization better than an elliptically polarized antenna and a
circularly polarized antenna.
The spacecraft antenna polarization can be decomposed into two
orthogonal elements, one desired and one undesired. The relative
magnitude of these components is set by the antenna parameters a and
Y e as in the previous discussion. The undesired transmitted wave is
represented by a vector, U 2 , which is included in the vector diagram
of the receive antenna output voltage along with the vectors D and U.
This is shown in Figure 2-23a.
For circular polarization a further simplification can be made.
Most earth station antennas are operated such that their polarization
tilt angle is aligned with the polarization tilt angle of the
satellite antenna (i.e., the polarization tilt angle of the incoming
wave in clear weather). If the crosspolarized receiving antenna is
indeed orthogonal to the copolarized receiving antenna its tilt angle
will be 90° from that of the satellite antenna. ^	 4
j	 When the copolarized wave is RHCP, the crosspolarized receiving
antenna responds to the RHCP wave with a voltage IUJ at an angle of,
say, zero degrees. Define the tilt angle of the crosspolarized
antenna as zero degrees. This sets the tilt angle of the satellitei{
antenna to be ±90 0 . Therefore, the LHCP wave component leaving the
satellite must be 180 0 out of phase with the RHCP transmitted wave:
The crosspolarized antenna responds to this with a voltage JU 2 1 at
an angle of 180 0 . Therefore, U 2 is displaced from U by 180° and
i
1	 ^1.
.	 ._ _
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Figure 2-23a. General case.
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Figure 2-23b. Transmit and receive antennas
with aligned tilt angles.
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Figure 2-23. The phasor addition of desired and 	 t
undesired antenna responses including
an imperfect transmitting antenna.
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cancellation occurs. This is illustrated in Figure 2-23b where it is
4 ..1
seen that n is substantially less than the phase error for perfect
transmitting antennas (n' in Figure 2-23b).
The process of rotating the receiving antenna during clear 	 a*
weather for the maximum isolation is a procedure used to force the 	 r
1800 difference in U and U2 . The vector D does not exist in clear
4.
	
t1;
	 inversely proportional to clear weather isolation.
weather conditions therefore tfie mungitude of the resultant  U ± U2 is
This argument indicates that n used in plotting Figures 2-20 and
2-21 is larger than the error that will be seen in a practical system.
Again this shows that Figures 2-20 and 2-21 illustrate the worst'	 3
possible case.
The situation presented by linearly polarized systems is more
difficult to visualize because the angle between U and U 2 is
	
..	 determined by the Vs of the antennas rather than the physical tilt
a	
^.
E	 angles of the antennas. However, if the receive antennas are truely
orthogonal the process of maximizing the clear weather isolation is
equivalent to minimizing the resultant of >U and U2, thus reducing
	
yy
	 phase errors.
1
F ^.u
t.
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THE VPI&SU RECEIVING SYSTEMS
3.1	 The Experiment
^r
	 33
The VPI&SU satellite communications experiment is a research 	 _	
-71
project within the Department of Electrical Engineering and is jointly 	 {
funded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the 	 4;
t
Defense Communications Agency, and the U. S. Army Research Office.
Y	 The purpose of the project is (1)	 to collect rain attenuation, rain
depolarization, and weather data, (2) 	 to correlate these data with
each other,	 (3) to produce statistics, and (4) to develop theoretical 	 4	 p
models to explain and predict weather-related propagation phenomena.
fr
The satellite tracking station located adjacent to the Virginia
{	 Tech campus houses three dual-polarized receiving systems. 	 The	 fi r
E^	 Communications Technology Satellite (CTS) circularly polarized beacon
ils received at 11..7 GHz and the Comstar D-2 linearly polarized beacons
are received at 19.04 and 28.56 OHz.
	
The diversity of frequencies	 i	 -W
'
and polarizations provides a unique opportunity for conducting milli-
meter wave propagation research.
	 ajF
The three receivers, a variety of weather instruments, and a	 i	 y
{	 weather radar are interfaced with a Digital Equipment Corporation
PDP-11/10 computer.	 The computer continuously monitors the status
of the experiment, points the 11 GHz antenna, and records data from-.,.
all devices.	
-	
s;
4
An IBM 370/158 VM facility is available for processing the data
	 r
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i
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recorded by the experiment. A r:atistical software package is used
to reduce data taken over long periods of time and a computer graphics
package is provided for displaying data on a storm-by-storm basis.
The graphics package is of particular interest because of its ability
to display phase data for a given propagation event.
Of the three systems only the 19 GHz beacon is alternately
switched between two polarization states. It was for this reason
and because of the similarity of the 11.7 GHz and 28 GHz systems that
a decision was made to present only 11.7 GHz and 28 GHz phase data in
this thesis. A detailed description of the 11.7 and 28 GHz receiving
system follows.
3.2 The Receivers
t
1
r .^
4	 6"
t:
a
3.2.1 General Discussion
The 11.7 GHz receiver and the 28 GHz receiver are identical with
i }	 the exception of a parametric amplifier in the crosspolarized channel
t	 of the 11.7 GHz system. A detailed discussion of the operation of
only the 11.7 GHz system will be presented for this reason.
Considerable care has been taken in the design, analysis, and
calibration of the receivers to insure the accuracy of the phase
w
measurements. Of particular concern are nonlinear devices which can
introduce a phase inversion. A phase inversion is characterized by
an actual phase advance being-translated into an apparent phase
i"	 retardation. A phase inversion is equivalent to a sideband inversion
x-
t
r
' "!+^'^'	 ;^	
_
416=1
 
^ ^	 ^;._
^Ml also
- S^llr±i	 "^^R/ ^f as	 3	 ; .
	
6	 t^	 J „^-
	 r	
^^
^".J
LJ
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of the type which occurs when a signal frequency is subtracted from
y:
the local oscillator frequency by the action of a nonlinear mixer.
,.
One situation responsible for a phase inversion is illustrated j
in Figure 3-1 where two mixers are shown. 	 The input to the mixers is
. at frequency ws and at phase +0.	 Local oscillator frequencies wlo and
whi are selected such that w 	 - wlo and whi - W  are both equal to
the IF frequency. 	 In mixer A the local oscillator frequency is
r	 - ^ f	 t
i
r subtracted from the signal frequency.	 Mathematically the mixer is a
multiplier and its operation is expressed by
sin(W st +) cos(wlot)
sinUw
	 - w	 ]t + 0) + sin([w	 + wlo]t + 01tos	 s
-N
F
.,
Filtering out the sum component yields the mixer output""
E
f^.
sin([ws - wlo ]t + 0)	 (115)
y
The function of mixer B is to subtract the signal frequency from ;E	 -:
the local oscillator frequency,µ
sin(w st + 0) cos(whit)
• 1_ n	 -2^si
[si (
	
ws]t ' 0) - sin([w hi
 + wS]t +)]
^ which yields-upon filtering
r,.
2 sin([whi 	- ws]t -)	 (116)
r
A-	 a
] The -0 and -ws in the case of mixer B represents the phase and side-
4 .:_.
!i
5
band inversion.{pry
x
82 -
r
^	 x
h
IJ
:
4
f	 S	 A	 2 sin([wS - wlo ]t +)
sin(w t +)
	
Mixer	 1
y	
f
cos(w lo t)
x
i
pL{(yw3^ 	t 	 _
Y.	 sin{wst +)	 (^	
^)
MixBer
	
2 
sin	
whi - wS t - 
x^
4	
cos(whi t)
}	 I
(	 u
I
i
1 * 	 Figure 3-1.
	 A phase inversion introduced by the1	 s.1S
nonlinear action of a mixer.
J
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A phase inversion should not be confused with a 180 0 phase
reversal. A phase reversal only introduces a constant term in the
relative phase of two signals,
In a dual-polarized receiver the copolarized signal provides the
reference phase. A phase inversaion in either one or both of the
channels would invalidate the phase data.
Other sources of potential problems are amplitude-dependent phase
variations and frequency-dependent phase variations. Practical
circuits exhibit amplitude-dependent phase distortion but these
effects are usually negligible. All resonant circuits exhibit a
' frequency-dependent phase characteristic, but as will be shown, this
is not a factor in the equipment used in this experiment.
{ A discussion of the individual components forming the 11.7 GHz
y
' receiving system follows.	 Each component will
,
be analyzed in terms
of,its phase characteristics. 	 Figures 3-2 and 3-3 are simplified
block diagrams of the system.
3.2.2	 The Antenna
y `-i The 11.7 GHz antenna is a prime focus-fed parabolic reflector
` antenna 12 feet in diameter.	 The feed horn is supported by the
wa,veguide and there are no supporting spars to generate cross-
polarization.	 The antenna is program pointedP;	 P	 g	 P b	 the station computerY	 P ^
using orbital elements provided by NASA. Possible phase effects that
might be caused by improper antenna pointing have already been
"`,	 discussed. The computer continuously monitors the status of the
L- =i 77^M'^ "07`4^ *"M` 70t
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Figure 3-2.	 The 11.7 GHz antenna and RF components. 14.
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f	
d
^.	 antenna pointing mechanism and if wind or some other factor causes a
pointing error the computer stops data collection until correct
pointing is resumed.
The prime focus feed was chosen rather than a Cassegrain feed
4
in order to reduce problems associated with water on (or in) the
feed horn. Wet antenna and wet feed tests have been performend and
the resulting phase effects were negligible. Careful analysis of
data from this system has shown that many phase events occur before
r	 the onset of local rainfall, this further eliminates wet antenna
phase effects.
The incoming RHCP wave becomes a LHCP wave upon reflection from
the metal surface of the antenna. Thus the feed horn " sees" a LHCP
wave instead of a RHCP wave in the copolarized channel. The same
rev^crsal occurs on the crosspolarized wave. No problems are
introduced since the antenna waveguide ports are labled to account
	
j J,
I	 i
fo
r
 this change. Even though the reflection at the antenna surface
I
changes  the sense of the wave, it can in no way alter the phase
	
f	
relationship of the copolarized and crosspoiarized waves.
The orthomode transducer and other waveguide hardware are
linear devices and therefore exhibit linear phase characteristics.
i
3.2.3 The R.F. Section (11.7 GHz -> 1.05 GHz)
Figure 3-2 shows a block diagram of the 11.7 GHz front end.
	 4
The copolarized channel first mixer and the cresspolarized channel
	
1	
afirst mixer are driven by the same local oscillator. The oscillator
s
t
i
r
- 8 7 -
frequency is 10.65 GHz and is subtracted from the signal frequency to
arrive at an It frequency of 1. 05 GHz.	 Therefore no phase inversion
occurs.E
A parametric amplifier in the crosspolarized channel 	 is pumped
by a 55 GHz source. 	 Currents flow in the amplifier circuitry at the
difference frequency wpump - ws but, in the final analysis, the
{	 parametric amplifier- is a linear device and introduces no phase
l !	 inversion.
a
The input to the parametric amplifier is represented by
v s (t)	 = V s	sin(ws t +)
	
(117)
a.
and the pump is represented by
{
p
V	 (t)	 =	 V	 sin(,	 t)	 (118)
. p	 p	 pI a`
A current flows at a frequency which is equal to the signal frequency
subtracted from the pump frequency.
	
This is termed the idler
frequency.	 The idler current is 
i(t)	 =	 I i 	sin(Ew	 -	 WIt	 - 0)	 (119)i
^r
A current also flows at a frequency equal to the idler frequency
subtracted from the pump frequency i
- io(t)	 =	 Io sin({ pop - Wilt)
L
=to s; ►,([a,^p-(,gip-,,
	 At	 PP
'
= I o sin(w t + 1)	 (120)
x JJJ
K
F
 a
t'
} _	
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.
This current represents the amplified version of the input signal. 	 j
i
Two phase inversions are indicated by this analysis and their
{
•! effects cancel.	 No net phase inversion results.	 The manufacturer
of the parametric amplifier [15] confirmed the above conclusion.'
^k
3.2.4	 The	 I.F.	 Receiver	 i
^ l
All	 local	 oscillators in the 1.05 GHz IF receiver are phase
t
referenced to each other and to the signal voltages by virtue of the
action of the phaselock loops.
	
All	 local	 oscillators are common to
both the copolarized channel 	 and the crosspolarized channel.;
Figure 3.3 is a simplified block diagram of the IF receiver. 	 a
^• i
Three frequency conversions occur in the receiver and one of the
conversions subtracts the signal 	 frequency from the local oscillator
frequency.	 This introduces one phase inversion, but this phase' 1'
inversion is nullified later in 	 the receiver chain.
` Frequency changes within a filter passband can cause phase
changes,	 Resonant circuits are integral	 parts of the amplifiers in
(
the receiver, and several
	 crystal	 filters (not shown) wi.h narrow 	 {
passbands are included in the signal 	 path.	 All	 local	 oscillators
	 in
r'	 4 the receiver and all
	
of the IF signals are ultimately frequency
.^ referenced to a highly stable 10 MHz master oscillator. 	 This assures	
x
^^	 I
that all	 circuits and filters are operated at a constant point on
	 !'
-A
their frequency-phase characteristic.
Possible sources of amplitude dependent phase variations are
the two phaselock loops in the receiver because all
	 phaselock loops	 i
y
t
a
y
1	 1	 iJ r^	 1
^=	 l
^ i1
i
r
Ill
k I I.
e
L
V i
i	 E
I
i
i ^ I
exhibit somw phase c harm with var i ino input s ignal level s. 	 SV%Or Al
safeguards have :`c'e`ll prov l eleel to el i minate this et oct in tile
receiver'. The elvlamic ranetes of the phaselock loops have Men
measured at approOmately 40 e.1F. Most of tire propagation O%v"K
(and, except where noted, all of those presented in this t.hesis` are,
a4nociateel with signal fades well within the dynamic range of they
r'e,eiver, therefore tilt` lops Ar'e oovi'.ltm with ample input Sional
Me a ls.	 Phanoiock detection circuit: are Pre e viNd in berth phaqelock
i oopi.	 T ile status	 t phane1 0 k i s monit ored by the computer anti
data wr l l not Vo record ed unless both loops are hhanvlocl.eel.
3.:.5 The 1`iq Ual I'LL
A Unique feature of this receiver is the digital "haseloch loop
"Mich was designed b) P. H. Wi le) and i . A. 'anus of the VIASli
WAWA E ngineering Department ll61. This phaselock loop require
that the y Train phaselock loop in the cepolari:ed channel establish
troquvn y iock beie o ru it c .rn pvrform its fun:t.iern.
The phaneleck loop in the copolar • r:e,i channei brinets the 10 MH:
IF signal into phaselock with the` 10 MH: master clock in the receiver.
Since the ;0,00:0 MH: and :.5 kHz local oscillator% are derived frean
the 10 MH: clock the resul tant :.5 hH: 11 .ional is phaseloci.eel to
the As hH: cl oc k. The Av kHz c l ock waveform i s a 5 vol t square
"a%o which drives a s "chro"ous detector.
Sv,ju%e there 1s a phase elrttere"ce Yetwee" the ,opolari:od anti
crosspolai'170d hs%o- at 11.1 lift: there hill also Vc .r phase diiterence
\\
^	 l
Dothoo" the :
	 kHz I F	 1.1nals in the copul ar e ►i and Crosspolar0 e ►t
channels of the rvicei %or, Mcause all local oscillator, are coinvon
to both cha"nel: the rolaMo :`ha,v it AS kHz is identical to that
it 11. ' m.
Th is phase di fference Chanoes with hropaoation : ►`nditions.
Therefore the c rosspolar;:od channel A5 kHz iF signal is not phase-
locked to the M kH: rocoi% or clock ,
 111 order to use a synchronous
deto too in the crossprlari:e ►1 .han"vl the digital pha,olo k ioop
,v"Vr'ates .1 new 15 kHz clock wnich is hhaselo ked to the c ross-
polarized It	 This is illustrated in Figure :-4.
Figure 3-5 presents a simplifie d block diag ram of the d igi tal
Phase lo k l oop.
	 T he 11vd u le1- 1 000 counter ioitven es counting at a
2.5 Mh: rate upon the rise of the 2.5 kHz CoPolarind channel clock.
Whom it.s count equalh that of the up doh" counter the d1X11tai
comparator instructs a Irlultivibrater to 4envr'ato a .Al it . %ec. pulse
1 C y I e of a AS hH: square "aW . T he ana l oo =Para t or dvt ermi ne`1
whet"or this pulse leads or la ►1s the M kHz crosspolar e ►i IF signal
And in structs the lip ► oho counter to Compensate accordingly, After
nv%c` o ' al iterations the now A n
 kHz re f ere ► rc e will be A phase with
too crosspolarOod IF signal.
The two Phaselocked 2.0 kHz :locks di-Ke their respeeti%e
s)" hronous detectors.
	
A" added benefit of this Slsteiil 1s that it
l rloOdes two stable. "Wetr 'ee
 TTL 1~1 rivals which are in anal ''
with the .'J olar i:ed "ate and the crosipolar'i:ca YA%
	 .t`il`e ► .• , %ely.
These signa l  are 'e ►i to the l`ha g o Wom r.
1
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Figure 3-4. The digital phtselock loop.
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3.2.6 The Four-Quadrant Phase Detector
The standard ±90' phase detector offers at best the triangular
characteristic shown in Figure 3-6a. All phase changes greater than
186' are invalid, and should operation occur on the negative sloped
portion of the curve an apparent phase inversion exists.
I A four-quadrant phase detector, developed by P. H. Wiley and
E. A. Manus [17], overcomes these problems. The phase-output voltage
characteristic is shown in Figure 3-6b and the circuit diagram is
shown in Figure 3-7. The rise of input I turns the flip flop on and
I	
.
th
I 
e rise of input 2 turns it off. The duration of the pulse
ge I^ nerated by the flip flop is proportional to the relative phase of
inputsts 1 and 2. The pulse area is integrated by the operational
amplifier circuit giving an output of 0 to 5 volts corresponding to
0 to 360'.
Inputs I and 2 are selected in order to give an output of A
x	 co* The inputs have been arranged to account for the phase
inversion introduced by mixer number four.
3.2.7 Data Collection
The zero to five volt output from the phase detector is routed
through coaxial cable to an analog-to-digital converter in the
experiment controller. The output of the A/D converter is a binary
word ranging between 0 and 255. This value is checked by the
computer to assure that (1) the phase is not clewing faster than
} v
^. t`	 p.^	 :1	 . 1	 C	 t	 1 1 1 1	 1
S.Ea
{ E -94-
^x
I
q([
^
-1800
	 -900 90°	 180°;
I ^
t
s
I;
y
r
j	 7
Figure 3-6a.
	
±90° phase detector.I ^
.±
V
r
90°	 TSO°	 2700	3600`
l
Figure 3-6b.	 Four-quadrant phase detector.
z
^y Figure 3-6.	 -0utput vol age - input phase characteristics
of two phase detectors.
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Ithe phaselock loops can follow and (2) 	 that the phase detector
output is not oscillating about the 360 0 - 00 discontinuity in its
characteristic,	 If these checks indicate valid data, and if the
receiver phaselock loop indicators show phaselock, and if the antenna
is pointed correctly, then the data value is compared to the last
'	 44 stored value.	 If the difference is greater than 10.7° a new point
. is recorded on the computers magnetic disk.
3.2.8	 Data Reduction s
' Periodically the data are moved from the PDP-11 disk to
' magnetic tape.	 During this process a scale factor is applied to the
biinary word to convert it into a number from 0 to 999.	 This scale
'.factor is a positive number thus no inversion is inserted.	 The
ii
magnetic tape stores data for phase, signal 	 levels, status indica-
k J tors, weather, and time.
The tape is transferred to the IBM-370/158 where further proces-
si^g is applied to put the data in a more useable form.
	 Again only
positive scale factors are applied to the phase data. 	 The final form k
i
of the bulk data is stored on magnetic disk in the IBM-370.
The plotting software accesses this disk and reads data values
directly in time sequence.	 The phase data may be displayed as it is
stored or it may be converted along with isolation data into a polar
coordinate form. 	 The polar coordinate transformation is
K^
f'
97 -
j x = (C - I)COS
(121)
{ y = (C - I)sin
where:
I	 = is-olation	 in d6
_	
a
x - ^co
C =-maximum isolation value in d6
This transformation creates no phase discrepancies.
5.2.9	 Calibration of the Systen
Signal	 level- calibrations are periodically performed on the
receiving systems to assure their accuracy.	 A phase calibration has
i b6en performed on the 11.7 GHz system by using an 11.7 GHz calibra-
tion source and monitoring results through to final stage of data
N  '
reduction.	 A phase calibration has been , pe_r•for•med on the 29 GHz----..
system at the 60 MHz IF frequency.
r The 11.7 GHz phase calibration procedure will
	 be described.	 A
stable calibration source was pl aced on a hilltop approximately 2ly
miles from the receiving antenna.	 Precautions were taken to prevent
signal	 leakage directly from the source.	 A linearly polarized horn
was used to transmit because a linearly polarized wave can be
consi^^red to be composed of a RHCP wave and a LHCP wave with their
k: relative phase determining the tilt angle of the l inear wave.
	 By
tr
rotating the linear• transmitting from (i.e. stating the tilt angle) K
1
F
t . S	 t Yv }	
.
  i
ti
- 98 -	 r
tA
the relative phase of the =FHGc and LHU 	 components can be varied; a
counterclockwise rotation (wave approaching) of the linearly
i
polar•i-7ed wave corresponds to a phase delay of the LHGF wave.
j Measured values of phase shift corresponded to those introduced by
rotating the horn,
3.2.10	 Data Display
Figure 3-8a thr•ougll_ -a-Se ill ustrate the capabilities of the
11.7 CHz receiver and the data reduction system.	 The first four
ligul•e-s are time historic, of alatie Auqust.	 19:. 	 strrnl which
occurred at about nine FM (local 	 timed	 in	 the, evenin^^,	 This was a
relatively severq storm as indicated--by the large Feak rain rate and
the 1 l 2 ,dB fade at l l .' C,li^.	 They ^i^ nam c range of the receiver is	 ill
•	 % excess of '35 dG_.	 thus the receiver• w.is operating well within its
otip	 'mum range.	 Figure 3-Sc shows isolation versus time ;end
illustrates a characteristic increase in isolation at the beginning,
of a storm.	 This iaOlation 01111ancerltent is;-dUe to antenna effects:-
Figure 3-td show 	 a	 0`' phase	 hanci	 at the time of the isolation
G _increase.	 taut a nuIch larger phase dia-lige occurs dur• ifig	 the period
of	 lsolati -oil degradation.	 A pha se V er • Slls	 isolation polar p lot
t
covering the same period is the time histories is presen ted ill
f
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Figure 3-8.
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CHAPTER 4 !±
COMPARISON OF THEORY AND DATA
	 i
4.1	 11.7 GHz Circular Polarization
The polar plot presentation of phase and isolation is most
I C I indicative of the overall operation of a dual-polarized receiving
E
"	 ? system because the variables displayed are derived from the magnitude
and phase of both the copolarized and crosspolarized signals. 	 The
. C-=
isolation versus phase plot shown in the last chapter is represents-
f tive of many 11.7 GHz propagation events seen during the summer and
autumn of 1977.	 Figures 4-1 through 4-7 illustrate four propagation
events associated with moderately high rain rates and fades between
E
t 8 and 13 d6.	 Figures 4-2 through 4-4 illustrate rain rate, attenu-
ation, and phase for the event depicted in the polar plot of Figure
4-1.	 The correspondence between rain rate, fade, and phase are
obvious from these plots.	 Close inspection shows that the propaga-
ti!on effects occurred as much as 30 minutes before any ground rain-
fal 1 ' was recorded.
--	 Immediately apparent in the polar plots are the wide scatter of
data, the large absolute phase change, and the spiral effect caused
' by a phase advance with decreasing isolation.
	
Canting angle
changes and antenna effects are almost certainly factors in the
phase changes observed, but neither one taken separately (nor
possibly both together) can totally explain the observations.
Figures 4-8 and 4-9 are reproductions,of two of the events
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already shown, but the maximum bounds on imperfect antenna effects
are included. An antenna axial ratio of .4 dB (representing a.
conservative interpretation of the manufacturer's measurements) was
used to compute the bounds. The bounds were drawn at an angle
(representing the s./stem constant phase difference) in order to
include as many data points as possible. These error bounds look
different than those shown earlier because of the--difference in
scales.
As previously stated these bounds are for the worst possible
case, it is likely that the bounds for a practical system would be
reduced because the transmit and receive antennas will have matched
_I
t^
h }
w f
c.
x:
tilt angles. Furthermore because the antenna error depends upon
4.
the relative angle of the vectors D and U in Figure 2-18 and because
these vectors are slowly varying either the positive error bound or
the negative error bound should be used, but not both. Therefore
it is necessary toaccount for the large scatter in the data by some
t
other factor. i
Recalling the theoretical expression for crosspolarized phase
A = ±2e + tan-1	
2e-^YL sin BL	 (122)
e aL
	 1	 i
and recalling that the inverse tangent term is affected only
slightly by the propagation parameters, it is therefore very likely
that the ±2d term accounts for the wide scatter in the phase data.
It'has been shown that the canting ang-le oscillates about a mean and
that an oscillation of up to 20 0 is likely [11]. This will account
r	 ,1
fi.
y	 -
{
f
k	 ,	 ;
Ir^	
tt
a	 t
F
i
for the: 40' phase scatter in the 25-30 dB isolation range of Figures }
,s
 4-3 and!. 4-9. ^	 !
• i It should be emphasized that the ,'actual	 error bounds of the
system are unknown, only the
a
maximum bounds are known. 	 it is possible
	
1
for the errors in the system to be very small	 in which case another
i
a	 ' e.planation for the large phase changes (in an opposite direction
Lkr
to that predicted) must be posed. Again the 00 teem is a candidate._
An absolute canting angle change with saue time dependence (or
dependence on some other factor) can be made to explain the data.
A cluster of points to the left of the error bounds and in the
vacinity of 30 dB isolation is seen in Figures 4-8 and 4-9. Thi s
is
10. Th y. p hase of th^5c. po ints rs substantiall y
also --illustrated by the data between points A and B in Figure
1-
	
rl	
F	 -	 y
	
^I	 ditfc. ► •E,rrt from
the bulk of points in the data. Several_explanations for this
observation will now be posed.
	
^	
t
-When this particular plot is viewed on a video graphics display
	 _	 t'
unl it the time sequence of the data may be determined. The points e
in the cluster near A appear- at the very beginning of the sto ►7u: As
time progresses the isolation increases to point 8 then decreases
	
L	 along the "spiral" toward point G. This isolation increase is also
tC	
- indi ca ted  i n the isolation time history presented in the previous
t chapter, Figure 3- 8c. This 'isolation increase is caused by the
Vr depolarization of this incoming wave. In this case the depolarized
wave is more closely matched to the receiving antenna thus increasing
	 +c'
r	 ^	 isolation. Figure 4-11 is an attenuation versus phase polar plot
i
w
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covering the same time period as that of Figure 4-10. It is seen
that a relatively low attenuation of 1 to 3 dB occurs during this
I
period of depolarization. Ice crystals in the path can account fori
!	 this type of behavior [7].
Storms typically traverse the 11.7 GHz path perpendicularly.
Many of the more severe summer storms are characterized by a large
expanse of clouds at a high altitude. This is illustrated in Figure
4-12. This high altitude portion of the storm possibly contains ice
and as the storm progresses, the path intersects this portion of the
storm first causing the observed data. Later in time the rain
i
dominates the propagation and the large decrease in isolation is 'seen	 t
along with an additional phase change.
k:
A variation of this concept assumes no ice. Brussaard [13] has
stated that the raindrop canting angle is dependent oil
	
vertical -^	 {
^ind gradient and that the raindrop canting angle can change by
t _
almost 20° in its last 200 meters of fall. Assume that at the
beginning of a rain event the satellite-earth station path inter-
	 C
sects the high altitude portion of the storm where raindrops are
only slightly canted. Later, as ground rainfall begins, the drops
4 fl
through which propagation occurs are more severely canted due tolow
altitude wind gradients. A 20 ° change in canting angle could account
t
' for the 40° change in phase from points A to B in Figure 4-11. Low
altitude rainfall propagation effects later dominate causing the
	 '
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Figure 4-12. A typical rain storm at the
VPI&SU earth station.
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after an isolation-attenuation event commences. 	 This would tend to tq{
k substantiate the above arguments.
^1.
} l_= The satellite transmits a RHCP wave which means the 20 term in
the :1 phase equation (122)	 carries a negative sign. 	 In order fo ►•l
" the phase to advance the canting angle must move in a negative
direction.	 Assuming a zero canting angle at high altitudes the
prevailing winds in Blacksburg are from the direction required to }
z
force a negative canting angle at low altitudes, again substantiating
t the above arguments.
Figures 4-13) and 4-14 show some unusual	 propagation events that -a
we ►•eobserved with the 11.7 GHz system.	 Figure 4-18 shows an event
in which the phase appears to spiral	 in the predicted direction.
Close inspection of the data indicates that the corresponding fade
i was only 2 dB, thus the polar plot probably covers just the beginning
of a typical	 sunoner storm that did not materialize. 	 This plot
Vf
F
_represents only the "cluster" of points discussed previously.
( Figure 4-14 illustrates the effects of snow. 	 This plot covers la
five hour period of relatively heavy snowfall 	 in January.	 It is
a' I	 P not certain whether there was snow accunurlation on the antenna at
Fi	
1^
this time but the data does not show the typical characteristic of
4	
i
I' 	 II}
snow accumulation.
J
The most outstanding characte ►°istic seen in all	 of the 11.7 GHz'
circularly polarized propagation data is the wide scatter of the
^.	 a
} data.	 This is largely due to canting angle changes,, either absolute
changes or• oscillations.	 The exact nature of the change is less
a .
^	 z,
^.
1 + 1 a	 y`
•''.
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important than the 2e phase change that occurs.x
A cancellation system which relies on an unchanging phase is
adversely affected by the variability of the phase of a circularly	 w
polarized wave. It is for this reason (among others) that linear
polarization should be favored for satellite communications systems.
4.2 28.56 GHz Linear Polarization
	 i
This section presents and briefly discusses phase and isolation
data observed using the 28 GHz linearly polarized system. As with
t
the 11.7 GHz data, the 28 GHz data presented exhibits a particular
characteristic that is common to a large percent of the individual,
ia
events. The characteristic is due more_to the polarization than
frequency, though.
Figure 4-15 is a polar plot of isolation versus phase for an event
which occurred late one evening in August. The particular phase
behavior seen here is representative of the bulk of propagation
events. This was a severe storm as evidenced by the 25 dB fade
-shown in the storm time history, Figure 4-16. It should be noted that 	 i
the receiver did not loose lock during this storm. Loss of lock
would be indicated by a gap in the time plot. 	 a
The computer software used to control the experiment requires
that a 10.7° phase change occur in order to record a new data value.*
This causes the recorded data to assume positions along a nearly
straight line. If all phase changes were recorded the data points
S
would show slightly increased scatter but would be centered about
* This i s necessary to keep small phase changes from rapidly filling
up the computer memory.
s	 i	 "
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` the same region.
Figure 4-17 shows data from a typical 28 GHz depolarization
a. event.	 The theoretical phase bounds are also included in the figure
	
-i l
to show that in this case, as in most, the observed data falls within
the prediction bounds.
Figure 4 - 18 illustrates another summer event associated with,
j in this case, a 12 dB fade. 	 A considerable degradation in isolation
an& a larger than normal phase change are indicated in the figure.
i
x- -	 --	 Figures 4 - 19 through 4-21 show data from an early winter rain a
storm.	 The rain persisted for a three day period of almost continuous
a
light rain intermittently increasing to higher rates for brief periods'--'
of time.	 During the first day (Figure 4-19) a maximum fade of 15 dB
r.` was experienced.	 The polar plot shows very typical behavior. 	 During
.
day two ( Figure 4-20) a maximum fade of 20 dB occurred and the f
G ,i» receiver lost lock briefly during some prolonged fades.
	 The polar
z
plot shows the bulk of data lying near the 160° value with some
scattering of points probably caused by the receiver intermittently
• loosing lock.	 During the third day (Figure 4-21) a considerably
:o
f
hCigher average rain rate occurred with some periods of prolonged
receiver loss of lock.	 The polar plot shows a wide scatter of points
, most likely due to receiver problems. 	 Still the bulk of data is in
' the vacinity of 160 0 .
.^ Figure 4-22 shows another early winter rain event where the
-^ data shows a larger thannormal scatter.
	 Again the bulk of points
Tie near the predicted values.
	 An 18 dB fade was experienced during
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Fiqure 4-19.	 23.56 GHz phase data taken during a; one
day period of continuous rain. The
typical behavior is	 illustrated here.
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this event.
Many more events could be shown where the crosspolarized phase
remained within 10° of its average value. The most dominant
behavior exhibited with 28 GHz linear polarization is the small
phase variation. This is attributable to the slight canting angle 	 I
dependence of phase with linear polarization. Such stability is a
positive aspect if a cancellation system is being considered
t
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orthomode transducer (OMT) that provide a differential phase and a
differential attenuation exactly opposite to that of the rain propa^
5
gation medium.	 The magnitude of these variables and the physical
i^ angle at which they are applied are adjusted so that the waves	
S
entering the OMT are orthogonal. 	 Although not a requirement of this
^i 1 technique, all proposed systems of this type use a real-time computer
to search for and maintain the correct feed network adjustment.
	 1
9
This results in a fully adaptive system.
	 The advantages of this
-	
-
i system include (1) 	 some of the waveguide components needed already
exist in most feed networks, and (2) 	 the system performance is good.
Some disadvantages are (1)	 the possible increase in system noise
temperature due to the increased feed complexity and (2) 	 the large
expenise involved.
An alternative crosspolarization compensation scheme is the
`ancellation network shown in Figure 5-1.	 This network is inserted
at some point after the OMT. 	 The principle of cancellation has
been known for years; the sum of two equal amplitude sinusoids which 
r^-
are 180' out of phase is zero.
	 This cancellation system may be
inserted before the low noise amplifier (LNA) but the couplers and
a ` * attenuators will increase the system noise temperature.
	 If the
receives components are of high phase stability and if care is taken
in the design of the system, the cancellation network may be placed
4 after the LNA or in the receiver IF section.	 This system can be ,
made fully adaptive by providing variable attenuators and phase
shifters controlled by a real-time computer.
	 If implementation at
f _
Ifi
L
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R^ is desired various ferromagnetic and PIN-diode attenuators and
tl1
phase shifters are available [l]. Many of these are well suited to
computer control. Advantages of this system include its simplicity.
a
Goth techniques are applicable to an uplink as well as a down-
44	 link by applying, in effect, a predistor•tion to the wave which will
c	 be, cancelled by the rain propagation medium. Both systems require a
cr,iter• ion for adjustmentadjustment on both the downlink and uplink; i.e. the
i
system controller should known oil 	 basis to judge if an adjust-
^-	
ment is necessary.
a
,r
	 5.3 A Simple but Effective Cancellation System
Work has been done on the fully adaptive systems discussed
previously and practical systems have been developed	 These
s stems are somewhat complex and expensive and are tiler•et 	
f
	
y	 p	 '	 ore suited	 r
to the large high volume earth station.
The purpose here is to propose a simple, inexpensive system
i
that will be useful oil 	 small domestic or • private earth terminal.
The fully ,adaptive systems carr maintain isolation above an acceptable
le%el for a large percent of the rain events that occur. No such
claim will be trade about this simple system but this system will
prov ide improved performance during a significant ariiount of time
that would otherwise be down-time.
The systan consists of a cross-coupled cancellation network of
the type previously discussed. One arm of thi s network is reproduced
in Figure 5-2. The operation of a single arm is sufficient to
873
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w	 ! describe the operation of the total	 system.	 Neglect the signal	 in
channel	 B for the moment and consider that channel B contains onl',
the crosspolarized component of channel A. 	 The crosspolariz'ed
component is undesired.
Total cancellation of the undesired component requires that the
total	 attenuation a s + a l + a 2 and the phase shift $ be continuously
' changed in order to follow the changes in rain propagation conditions.
The circuitry required for this can become exceedingly complex. a.
+ Several simplifications can be made to reduce the system
k
complexity considerably.	 If enough is known about the characteristics
' of the crosspolarized signal 	 level	 and phase, the attenuation as + a l 1
}
.I
+'a	 and the phase	 can be preset accordingly.	 Also if to-tal
ca
2
ncellation is not required (say the acceptable rninfinum isolation
is X'dB)	 the values of a and	 can be fixed at an optimum point and
I^ ^	 ^	 9	 9	 range ofisolation can-be maintained higher than 'X d3 over a large
:. inputs.
4	 With linear polarization it has been shown by theory and experi-lk^
I r
ment that the crosspolarized signal 	 phase will	 change very little
during the progress of a rain event.
	 This is illustrated in Figure
5-3 for 11.7 GHz and e = 45°.	 It-has also been shown that the cross-
polarized phase and signal	 level are very closely correlated during i
;..: a majority of propagation events.
	 Therefore in a simple cancellation
sys'tein such as the one being proposed the attenuator and phase shifter }
are set to a_value.based on theory or previous measurement but
'x remain disconnected from the system .intil the isolation falls below
r
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.
a threshold value. 	 This provides a two state cancellation system,
the two states being on and off.
Instead of an off state, certain advantages can be realized by
cancelling the crosspolarization due to antennas along with any other
: incidental clear weather crosspolarization.	 The clear weather
isolation can be increased to a very high level l by this method and
the antenna phase errors can be eliminated thus enhancing the perfor-
mance of the second cancellation state.
Y _
,r
5.4
	 Analysis of the Two State System
` In this analysis it is assumed that either perfect antennas are
i
in use or that a clear weather cancellation state has already been
applied.	 If this is not the case there will be errors in the cross-
,
polarized phase and signal level that will degrade system performance
but these errors will be small at low isolations where the perfor-
mance of the system is most critical.
Figure 5-4 shows an approximation to isolation as a function of
path rain rate for an 11 GHz linearly polarized wave, a canting angle
`. a = 45°, and the Blacksburg 11.7 GHz effective path length. 	 The
($2)
I.
'relationship
;``S k1
I = 20 log' l o { 1	 + d tan	 el	 (123)
^^	 d} tan-	 s
r
}
F
l'This  clear weather enhancement has applications to propagation --
;' research systems [23].
	 With very high clear weather isolation 	 ;-
t very low levels of rain generated crosspolarization can be measured.
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where	 ORIGINAL PAGE I,9
OP POOR QUALITY
-( a + Js)Ld = e
was used to generate the curve.
1
This curve also represents the crosspolarized signal 	 level	 (in
dB) normalized to a copolarized signal	 level of 1	 (0 dB).	 Therefore
.a
f this curve gives the amount of copolarized signal that must be fed
I
through the cross-coupling arm in order to obtain full cancellation.
I
- --Assume that 25 dB is the threshold isolation below which the
link will not operate.	 This is indicated by the point T it Figure
5-4.	 The crosspolarized signal	 level	 at this point i.s known and al
its phase is known by the equations developed in Chapter 2.
tan-1	{	
-e-aL sin sL(l	 + cot z e)	 }	 (124)
e-2aL cot
e e + e
-aL 
cos sL(1	 - cot 2 e)	 _ 1
This phase is shown in the polar plot of Figure 5-3.
The cancellation network with 25 dB total attenuation and
A + 180°phase shift is switched in at this point.	 Near perfectP	 P	 P
^
cancellation occurs, but as rain rate increases the level 	 of cancel-
a
lation becomes less sufficient and perfect cancellation no longer (`
occurs.	 A substantial	 improvement over a large range of 'rain rates
has been achieved, though, and it will be at a much higher-rian rate
z that the isolation will 	 again fall	 below 25 dB.
An improvement to _this system can be made by injecting acancel- i
lation signal which is twice the magnitude of the interfering signal
i
i
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._ an' 180° out of phase (at the threshold point). 	 The isolation will	 # {
no^ be improved at this point, but it will	 improve as the cross-
polarized signal magnitude increases with increasing rain rate. 	 The
i
isolation will	 increase through a maximum then begin to decrease
	
a
again.	 The point where.. isolation falls below the threshold of 25 d6
	 i
C
will	 be moved to a singificantly higher rain rate.
`
I
Figure 5-5 is an illustration of the expected performance of this
	 	
system with a 25 d6 threshold.
	 Also shown in this figure are the
isolation without cancellation and the isolation with a cancellation
network having a 20° phase error.	 As can be seen, the errors are
r small at high rain rates where performance is most critical.
	 1
An average improvement in isolation of 5 to 10 dB has been 	 j
accomplished, but more improtant is that the system threshold (25
d6) has been moved from a rain rate of 5 mm/hr to 25 mm/hr	 18 mm/hr
with a 20" -phase error).	 If this system could stand a 22 dB
a a
isolation, the threshold point has been moved from S mm/hr to 35
mm/fir.
Figure 5-6 illustrates the performance of a system which was
Ed designed for a_22 dB isolation threshold.	 By switching in the
x cancellation network later during the progress of a storm much can
	
i
be 'gained at the higher rain rates.
	 In this case isolation has
been maintained above 22 dB for rain rates in excess of 50 mm/hr.
fi
Of course a system with a margin of 6 to 10 dB would probably 1
be disabled due to the fade caused by a_50 mm/hr rain.
	
Therefore
x' the higher thresholds are advantageous.
	 An optimum exists for each
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,C particular system with 	 its given fade margin.
The weather characteristics at the location are also important.
If the location rarely experiences high rain rates and if the margin
i
is ;designed accordingly,	 then depolar•iZation is	 the dominant factor
` in limiting performance.	 Figure 5-7 illustrates the isolation of a
systern with a 30 dB threshold.
	
The cancellation system moves the 	 j
30 X16 isolation point from 2.5 nun/hr to 10 nm/hr. 	 This example again
'ay emphasizes that the optimum design is determined by several factors
" particular to a given earth station.
The concept of the two state cancellation system may be extended
to three or more states.	 For example, a third state is switched in
° when the isolation with state two in effect again teaches the
threshold.	 Figures 5-5 through 5-10 illustrate the performance of
I
such a system with 28, 31, and * 34 d5 thresholds respectively.
	
Also
,. included	 in	 these figures is the isolation without cancellation.
t
The optimum threshold for switching isagain relative to the situation
at the particular earth station.	 \
u,
Y
5.5	 Criterion for • Switching
It has been assumed that the cancellation network would be
s I lached in when the 1S01atlOn reaches a threshold value.
	 This	 1S,
easy to measure and
	
implement if a
	
beac-on signal 	 is available, but
} this r'equr• es a dedicated channel	 in the receiver and lan extra
r'
{
carrier on tile satellite transponder.
	 Other possibilities exist for
° cont ►•ol.	 It has been shown that by minimizing- the total
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xl' channel	 that the interference is also minimized [24]. 	 Therefore the
i	 i- u
total power in a communications channel could in some way be used as
L1I a criterion.	 Another approach is to place one or more raingauges
under the path within several 	 kilometers of the earth station and to
switch the system at given rain rate thresholds [25]. 	 A problem with
' thi+s scheme is that a time delay between ground rainfall and rain in 4
a the--path often exists. 	 The fade measured with an AGC voltage is
.I	 {, another possible criterion for-swi =tching [26].	 Other possibilities
of this type exist and many could be implemented with small expendi-
tures.
5.6	 Polarization Angle
The polarization angle of the incoming wave relative to the
raindrop canting angle has an effect upon the isolation and cross-
polarized phase. 	 Depolarization is reduced when the angle a is near
00 or 90 0 but the variable nature of the canting angle eliminates
I
using this fact to improve system performance. 	 Also a linearly {
I" poll-a-rized wave transmitted by a satellite arrives at different r
angles i•elative to the 1-o-cal 	 horizon at different locations on the
earth's surface.	 This 'further eliminates transmitting with an
j
optimum polarization angle. i
The possibility exists that for many polarization angles the
crosspolarized signal	 in channel	 G will	 be different in amplitude
and phase than that in channel A since differently polarized waves 	 -
propagate through the rain differently.
	
If the polarization angles
r
i
1 ^
iY
i
are known the difference in propagation can be included in the design k
of cancellation hardware.
5.7
	 Implementation a
s, The multi-state cancellation system need not be implemented by
='C separate cascaded networks, although this technique will work.
	 Ai
r
single cross-coupling network with switchable elements is the simpler-^
method to construct such a system.
	 Elements can be switched in a
parallel or series such that their phasor sum yields the 'desired
result.
i.. This system can be installed in the RF section of a system by
using waveguide components or it may be installed in the receiver IF
section.	 If cancellation is applied at IF it must be assured that
both receiver channels proceeding the cancellation network exhibit
nearly identical phase characteristics.
1_
5.8	 Performance Expectations
Perfect isolation cannot be maintained with this simple system
but. as the figures have indicated a substantial
	 improvement can be
realized.	 Several hundred dollars for this system can buy between
5 and 10 dB improvement in isolation over a reasonable range of
rain rates.	 This several	 dB may mean that a system is down during
only a fraction of the time that it would otherwise be disabled.
As seen in the linear polarization data-in Chapter 4 some
propagation events do not conform to the large bulk of data or to
/	 Js
iii
	 .
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the predictions. 	 A cancellation system could likely be defeated in
! f
j these cases.	 It is unlikely that any condition could arise in which
the isolation with cancellation is worse than that without.
	 A much
larger phase change than that seen in the data must occur.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
The questions stated in Chapter 1 of this thesis were, (1) what
can the phase indicate about the propagation medium, (2) is there a
desired set of conditions to enhance the use of cancellation, and
(3) how-will phase variations affect cancellation? All of these
questions have been answered; let us consider them separately.
First, the phase of a circularly polarized wave is directly
F
;. dependent upon the canting angle of the raindrops in the medium.
Circularly polarized radars use this fact to study a rain medium and }
i. i
circularly polarized satellite beacons can use this to provide
additional	 information about the medium.	 It is imperative that
antenna errors be eliminated if research of this type is to proceed.'
Fj. The static (clear weather) cancellation system can reduce antenna
E
errors to near zero and additionally provide improved isolation
measurement capability [23].
Second, linear polarization is an obvious answer to the question
of what type of polarization to use.
	
Research has shown that 'linear
z
. polari'zation has superior depolarization properties [27] and it::has
been shown i-n this thesis that linear polarization is well 	 suited
Ff for use with cancellation systems.	 Furthermore polarization angles
near 0° or 90° (relative to the local
	 horizon) show decreased
depolarization.
r Third, phase variations in the crosspolarized wavewill 	 not-
a
-	
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` A affect a fully adaptive cancellation system because the system will
;•
,i compensate for the changes.	 The system must be designed such that it
K can track fast phase changes that might occur [28]. 	 A two or three
state simple cancellation syst em will be degraded by phase errors
'*rI but an allowed error of 30 0 to 45° will still	 provide some improve-;
F
men t.	 Larger variations will probably disable a simple system.
T.
- The phase has been a subject treated very briefly in the
f ^, I
I
CI ^nl literature.	 It is hoped that this work will	 add some new insight
into 'the problem and possibly encourage more needed work on the
f	 i subject of phase and cancellation techniques,
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APPENDIX 1A
I
PROOF THAT V a E	 e *	 FOR CIRCULARLY POLARIZED WAVES
"i
ar
!
w
i
ys -- Given a RHCP wave
- r
,f
;^- (R + jS) (A-1)
4
4
and a LHCP wave
1 _
(L	 jM)
_+ (A-2)
the sum of these waves is
I R+ jS+ L+ jM
JR + S + JL -M
i (R + 
L) 
+ j(S +M)'
= (A-3)
;. (S - M)	 - J(R - L)
r
'- This vector represents an arbitrary elliptically polarized wave. in
order to extract the RHCP and LHCP components the complex vector
formulationtis used,
ORIGINAL YA(`F, It
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] The RHCP component is proportional to the phasor voltage at the
-: terminals of a RHCP antenna. 	 The normalized antenna vector is
`
1
e	 (x - jY) (A- 5)a	 32
F
Performing the coordinate transformation
sr = 180	 - f5 (A-6)
yields
7
n	 n
e	 -	
1	
(x - JY) (A-7)
ar 32
r t
I Therefore
-_
	 *V
RHCP	 C	 E 'ear
r''
-	
C	
([(	 R +	 L )	 + j(S + M)],^ +	 [(S - M) - j ( R -	 L)]Y)	 (lx
*
- jY)
_	
C	 ([(R + L)-+ j (S + M)]x + [(S - M) - j ( R _ L)]Y)	 {x + jY)-
^[(R + L)	 + j(S + M)]	 + j [ ( S	 - Ni)	 - j(R -	 L)]
-	 [(R + L) + (R - L)] + j[(S + M) + (S - M)]
i = C ^2 (R + jS) (A-8)
i
s
A similar procedure yields 3
k
VLHCP" ` C 32' (L + j M) (A-9)
' Q.E.D.
fi
µ
k u
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APPENDIX 1B
DISCUSSION OF THE V = E - ea FORMULATION
r
1B 1 Introduction
Several mathematical formulations exist for wave-antenna inter-
action which may be used to calculate the magnitude of an antenna
terminal voltage or the received power [14,29]. When both magnitude
and phase of the terminal voltage are required the complex vector
i
formulation must be used [30].	 In this formulation the incoming- wave
I" and the antenna polarization state are represented by complex vectors.
The antenna phasor voltage is given by
i
{	
, V = CE	 ea	 (A-10)
i r
C where 
the phasor voltage at the antenna terminals
E	 E	 x + E 	 y = a complex vector representing the
,. x
incoming wave in its own coordinate
.:
r
system
Al
= 
e
x
 
x + ey e
j
6 y = a , complex vector representing the
.;
r
antenna polarization state in the
'.^ y coordinate system of the incoming
rt
wave
. R
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k
c
t.
T17-11
111{ 1, ^.	 ^	 r	 ;	 ^	 1r	 -^	 a	 i 	 t 	 1
l i
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ex, 
y 
are real numbers such that e' + y'- = 1 fx
3
^t d C	 a constant representing the antenna effective height
'. the "•" indicates the vector• dot product 4
the	 indicates the complex conjugate
Sometimes an equivalent form of the complex vector-formulation
is seen in which the :-wave and antenna states are represented as one-
dimensional matrices. :-
^^
C[El t [e
ar
1
where
Ex ex
[E] = [ea
a r
Ey e^ sy
The "t"	 indicates the matrix transpose and the "*" 	 indicates the
`'	 1
t'
complex conjugate of the matrix.
	 It is immediately apparent that the
' complex vector representation and the matrix representation are 
identical.
	
Henceforth the complex vector form will be used.
''^ s -- ( When used properly these equations yield correct results, but
$;1 this	 involves several	 constraints that are not initially obvious.
	 -	 I'
^t Z antenna polarization state, ea , is usually defined by the wave
that the antenna transmits, while the above relations require that
the receiving state, a
	
be used.	 An antenna is a reciprocal 	 device
a
r
i
4	 I
1 - 164 -
l
>	 t	 i	 t	 w^
t
i
i
meaning that if it transmits a wave with a given axial ratio and tilt
angle it will respond optimally to a wave with the same orientation
in space. This wave to which the antenna responds optimally is not
necessarily of the same polarization as the one that it transmits.
This is because the waves are travelling in opposite directions and
different coordinate systems are employed in defining their polari-
zation state. Therefore a coordinate transformation must be
s
performed before the complex vector formulation may be used. 	 The
complex conjugate appearing in the equations does not accomplish the
' transformation.
The placement of the complex conjugate is a point worth consider-
ation.	 If the conjugate is placed on the wave state rather than the
x
antenna state the resulting voltage is of equal magnitude but opposite
phase.	 There is no immediately obvious reason for placing the
conjugate on one member or the other.	 This point is not directly
j^ addressed in the literature, and this coupled with the fact that the 	
f
absolute phase of a voltage is usually of little importance raises---,
q some suspicion about the validity of phase calculations. 	 As it turns
out, the placement of the conjugate is correct.
	 This and the ques-
tion of the coordinate transformation will be discussed in detail
i
below.
• It is necessary to establish and adhere to coordinate systemsI
and conventions in calculations involving wave-antenna
	 interaction.
The standard convention used here consists of an xyz right-handed
A
^. system with the positive z-axis in the direction of propagation.
,
r
1
'1
- 16 5 -
This is illustrated for a general wave, a wave leaving a transmitting
antenna, and a wave incident upon a receiving antenna in Figures A-la,
lb, lc.	 Figure A-lb also represents the transmitting antenna coordi-
. ,
hate system and Figure A-I c represents the receiving antenna coordinate
system.
16.2	 The Conjugate
_
Consider an antenna which can be represented by two el enental
antennas A and	 u which are individually matched to orthogonally
_:. polarized waves, and some kind of a feed network that combines the
„ outputs of the elements. 	 This antenna	 is	 "illustrated in Figure A-2.
Tile antenna state is defined by the type of wave that it radiates.
e Establish a unit vector a which represe-fitsi the polarization state of
anti n-na element Al and a_'vector b which represents the state of
e; ant, nna element S.	 Tile unit-vectors are orthogonal 	 and fired in
their spatial
	
orientation.	 The radiated field at plane M in the far
field is then "
E	 4a+Bb	 (A-ice)
a ^
Consider the phase of -V and the phase_t^f B
	 and e. respectively. 
^.	 I
Sa ^ ^Y is g reater than
	
U po n receivin g this antenna is matched,- to
J	
g	 El.
	
p	
l	
` ti
' a wave which has an of less than c, by the same amount [311.	 This Js
{ essentially a statement of the fact that a n advance far a wave travel-
line in one direction is a delay for a wave travelling in the
opposite direction. ►
L
k
.i
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Figure A-2.
	 An arbitrarily polarized
 "antenna
represented by two orthogonally
polarized elements.
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This property is illustrated by examining two dipoles, one=-
a
vertical and one horizontal spatially separated by a/4 and fed with
M ink-phase voltages as shown in Figure A-3. 	 The transmitted wave has a
vertical component which lags the horizontal component by 90°. 	 Upon
Ifj
receiving the incident wave must have a vertical component which leads
,
.° the horizontal component by 90 0
 in order] to have constructive addition
of the voltages at the feed point.
11 The case shown in Figure A-2 is completely general,
	 The ortho-
gonal	 horizontal and vertical,polarizations in the example of Figure
y A-3--a-re special	 cases of a and_..b orthogonal	 polarizations in the
general	 case.
Considering now the general case of Figure A-2
	 the transmit wave
Cr
of the antenna
i
e- A a f B b
<}
a
Phase{A}	 Phase{B}
iA	
ej	
-	 a +	
B	 e^	
_	
b	 A-1-	 3)
1	 ,
defines' the polarization state of the antenna according to convention.
The phases of the components are
t
"`	 k	 f Phase{A} =-a
Phase{'B} _	 (A-14)
and the relative phase is
-	
(a)
	 -	 (s)	 (A-15) }
s,
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In the receiving case the required condition for the antenna to
be polarization matched to the wave is that the relative phase must
equal -	 This is satisfied by
(-Phase[)?)	 - (-Phase(M) (A-,16)
Therefore the wave to which the antenna is polarization matched on
recei ving is
ea _	 Iq)	 e-j PhaseCAl a + 	 e- j PhaselGr
A* a + , G* b
ea (A-17 )
This vector represents the antenna state upon receiving. 'File	 antenna
state upon receiving is defined as the wave state to which the antenna
is optimally responsive and is the conjugate of the transmit antenna
sta te.
The dot product of the incoming wave vector and the receive,
antenna vector-	 is proportional	 to	 tie terminal	 voltage,
9
i
V = GE	 e' (A-lt>^
This is the compl ex vector representation.
It is essential	 to remember that the a and b vectors for7ii	 a	 ir
i
coordinate systein to which all waves have been referenced. However,
the normal circumstance is that the same coordinate system is not
used to define the incoming wave and the antenna state. This	 is
f
Ai-
ti 1	 a
i
^f especially important to realize when the conventional polarization
l
` state parameters c, T,,Y, and-; 	 a,re defined for a wave in its own
coordinate system and the coord--nate system is then suppressed.
F
-', 
18.3
	
The Coordinate S y s tem
1
`	 The wave state and the antenna state must be represented in the
same coordinate system in order'to use the complex vector formula-
ion [30].
	
Any arbitrary system may be used but since coordinates	 }
have already been defined for the incoming wave and for the antenna
transmitted wave it is logical to use' one of these. 	 The coordinate
i l
sys tem of thy. 	 incoming 	 wavfa will	 be used, thus the antenna coordinate 	 }
,I. system must be transformed. 
In, ail	 of the dis fissions to follow ire this section a reference
iF
point at the antenna feed is used for all aoso	 e phase values.'
The wave will be decomposed into two orthc 	 nal	 polarizations=!
The most general ease is	 two'orthogenal elliptical polarizations, but
in _this discussion the wave is to be decomposed into orthogonal
linearly polarized waves.
	 These two polarizations are used to
establish an x-axis and y-axis respectively.	 These x and y axes
k must forma right haand coordinate system with z in the direction of
-
propagation.
The incoming wave coordinate system is established first; then
i
the antenna coordinate system is defined with the y-axis in the same
j
r'
^l
1(
1 	 4
;'	 ^	 L	 ^	 ^	 t	 ^	 ^	 a	 `	 9	 •	 ,	 1	 ^	 t	 ^
i
1 7.2	
y
dil ectian as the y-axis of the 1ncomi,ng wave coordinate syst em l as
i illustrated in Fi gge A-4.
TI'a115f 01'Iild tl 0 ►1 of	 the an tenna coordinate system requires a
reversal
	
of the positive x-axis and reversal of the direction of
propaga tion. 	 The x and y axes of the antenna coordinate system aid
the transformed Goordi hate system are also Shown in Figure A-4 where
 yi
the transformed coordinate system is also the coordinate system of
the incoming wave.
1
e	 # Phasor fields from the antenna	 (while transmitting) as	 they	 3,
appear
	
in a reference plane in 	 the far field are shown ill Ficlure rl- 5a
[	 ► where the absolute phase: o f the fi elds is referenced back to the feed
terminals of the ,antenna. 	 The relative phase of the two component
i
fields (whic h are along the positive axes	 iii the antenna coordi nate
#	 #; system) is S
In the coordinate system of the receivinq anten na a sign c h ange
j
is necessary on the x-axis which translates to a 180" phase change in
r
e	 g the x-component of the wave.	 This is illustrated in Figure A-Vb
where Wo angle V	 is the relative phase of the orthogonal components
4
l t sti i i	 frolll the antenna while	 tr• ansmi tti nq)	 al ong the positive axis
".	 ! of	 tjq tl".1n5for1,' gd gyrdyinaje system.
` Now referencing absolute phase back to the common phase reference 
point of the antenna feed recall	 that the antenna upon rr;ceiv ino
r^
i The antenna coordinate1 system could he defined frith the x-Ws in
.I the same direction as the x-axis of the wave coordinate system
+ with equivalent results.
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Figure A-Sa.	 Transmitting.	 Figure A-5b.	 Receiving.
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^L l
{	 wild be optimally responsive to a wave with phase of -P. This is
1	 ^ illustrated in Figure A-5c where -s' is called s r . From the figures
i	 it is apparent that the coordinate transformation has resulted in
i	 }	 6  = -s' = 180 0 - s	 (A-19)
1	 ^
Using the definition
`E1
Y = tan-i(A-20)
i.	 r
4
jEY-_xj
i
}! i	 it is noted that . the x-axis sign reversal in the coordi-nate trans-
1
-1	 formation has no effect on Y. Therefore
Yr	 Y	
(A - 21)
Using equations relating s, Y, e (the inverse cotangent of the axial
I	 ratio) and r (the tilt angle of the polarization ellipse) it is found
that
II.
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^.r
Tr =_2 tan- (tan 2Yr cos sr)
= Z tan-'(tan 2Y cos(180° _ s))
tan-'(tan 2Y(-cos 6))
a
_- 2 tan- 1 (tan 2Y cos d) Y.
_ 180° - T (A-28)
Therefore the acoordinte transformation that must be performed y
in order to use the formulation
V = CE	 ea (A-24)
r
I
is
l-	
- 1800
	T
r
f
E  
= (A-25)	 t
.	
1 or
d
= 180° - d
r
Yr = Y (A-26)
l where the r subscript indicates the antenna parameter transformed to
the new-coordinate system.
It might seem as though referencing phase- back to the	 feed term.i-	 #1
nals has duplicated the process of conjugation in the complex vector	 {
formulation.
	
This is not the case.'
	
The use of the feed reference is
a
S	 i
i
s^
i	 -177-
necessary because of the co njugate a pearin^	 Y ppe ing in the formulation. In
e.Y
a later• section a method will be presented which el-iminates the
}	 conjugate and the feed reference point.
s
!. ► ^	 An example will now be presented to illustrate the use of the
complex vector formulation.	 This example is presented as a verifica-
tion of the formulation, not a proof.	 Since the intention is to
1
Z verify the correctness of the voltage phase angle magnitudes will be
suppressed.
3
16.4	 Example:`	 A Linearly Polarized Wave and
Circular-]v_-Polarized Antennas
r _ Shown in Figure A-6 are a RHCP rt3rltenna, ^3 LHCP antenna, and an
ncident linearl y
 polarized wave.
	 The antennas are crossed dipoles
,E
1 fed 90° out of phase.
	 The incident wave is at an angle of 45" in
1
its coordinate system ( see inset) but it appears to be at 135` as
F viewed recedi ng.
Also shown are the induced voltages in each dipole at the feed
r , points and the sum voltage at the feed points.	 This indicates that
VRNGP-
leads 
VLN P by 900
The complex vector representation of the wave is
E	 (x + y )p
and that of the RHCP antenna is
RHCP
1
I
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V = CE	 a	 (A-27)
ar
with no complex conjugate. 	 This formulation still requires the
coordinate transformation but it eliminates the need to refrence all'
x
G phase values to a point at the antenna feed. I
M Consider the coordinate system of the incoming wave and the
antenna as shown in Figure A-7.
	 The coordinate transformation in the
xy plane of the field components is as before
' - xr'= -x
--
-.
,a
(( yr _ 
y	 (A-28)
,
where unsubscripted variables represent the antennna state on
transmitting and the subscript r represents the antenna state on
receiving.
The phasor fields in the transmitting antenna coordinate system
i
.. are shown in Figure A-8a.
	 The relative phase between the two
components is S.	 The phasor fields in the transformed coordinate
system are shown in Figure A-8b where the minus sign on the x- i
Icomponent has resulted in a 180 0 phase reversal on the x-directed
field.	 The relative phase between the,two components is 8r,
	
It is
v
°,- seen from this that the coordinate transformation has resulted in
I
w(
,
x	
'
8r = o	 180 0
	(A-29)
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-
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As before Y	 Y.	 Substituting
 these val ues for S
	
and Y	 intor	 g r
	 r 5
-
the relations for e and z results in:
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Figure A-7.	 The change in coordinate system«
between transmitting and receiving.
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,s
er =
	
sin-	 sin 2Y r sin sr)
sin
2	
- 1 (sin 2Y sin(s
	
180°))
R x
sin-'(sin 2Y
	
(-sin s))
in-'(sin 21►
 sin s)
Y e (A-30) f
t f
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.	 5 And,
Irl
Tr = 2 tan-'(tan 2Y r cos
	
Sr)
d
..
tan - '(tan 2Y cos(s ± 1801))_
'.
tan-'(tan 2Y (-cos s))
_ -
	
tan-'(tan 2Y cos s)
1.80. 0	-	 ,r (A-31) -
` ' _Therefore, to use the formulation proposed here the following
coordinate transformation is required.
i,
i .. r ..	 _x	 X 111 ,!
r` yr	
y (A-32)
I
or A`
Tr 	 1800 - T
r (A-33)
t,
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I
°,
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or
a	 a ± 180°
r
Yr	 Y (A-34)
Apparently Kales [3,29] originated the complex vector formulation
ellipticallyor use with 	  polarized waves and upon close inspection of
LI
his work it appears that he proposed the formulation without the
t
+i + conjugate.	 Kales gives f:
(; V=kEp* (A-35) s
where
E is the complex vector representation of the incoming wave
r and 1
r ,
P is the complex vector representation of the "antenna' y
i state"
S
f
As it turns out, a is defined to be proportional to g'	where g is
f
f the polarization vector of the transmitting antenna state.
	 A double '.
conjugation is "hidden" fin the definitions he proposes.
	 Kales makes
no direct mention of coordinate transformations.ii
x
1B.6	 Summary
The following forms are valid with their corresponding coordi-
nate transformations.
C
r
i d
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V = CE	 ea (A-36)
r
coordinate transformation:
ar= 180°- a
Y	 = Y (A-37)
r
or
er - e
3
T	 = 180° - T
r
(A-38)
^^
and
CE	 ea (A-39)
r
coordinate transformation:
xr _ -x
^.	 {
G
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Yr = Y (A-41)
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APPENDIX 2
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF LIMIT OF
CROSSPOLARIZED PHASE AT ZERO RAIN RATE
Consider the phasors d 1
 and d2
 which represent the propagation
properties of a rain-filled medium.
d	 e
+ ja2)L
d2 - e	 (A-43)
Expanding the complex exponentials
-Lt L
	U	 _	 1d l	 a	 (cos ^;,L - j sin o.1L)
	
I	 1	 L%2L
	
i	 d2 - e	 (cos ,L - j sin o,L)	 (A-44)
F .
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As a"aid to visualization consider now the equivalent vectors d 1 and
k	 -
	
k 
r	 d
2
_.	 -n L
k'	 d^ = e 1 (cos k,,Lx- s in ^,,Ly)
	
*	 _
	
I
	 d„ _ e `Y 2L (cos ^. 2L x - sin ;,L y )	 (A -45)
	
7	 ..
The vector d^ and the path it follows with varying rain rate area
„ shown in Fi ure A-9.g This path may be determined by calculating the 
rat ,
un it tangent vector at9 all	 points along the path
T 1	 _	 d 1	 = (dRR d)1
(d	 RR)	 (A-46)ds
: where the variable RR represents rain hate.
	 In this analvss nnly
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{ Figure A-9: The vector dl and the path it
follows with changing rain9	 9 rate.
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the direction of the tangent is of concern. 	 Therefore
T1 
a da	 d l (A-47)
3
Recalling that both al and al are functions of rain rate
f
9
dyR dl _ W {e alL(Cos a1 	 x - sin s 1 	 y)}
aIL	 d 4
= -L a	 dRR {a1 } (cos	 1 t x -Sin s1 L Y)
- e alL(sin s1 L x + cos s 1 L Y)- L dRR {sl}
	
. (A-48) e
1
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Now, since a(0) = 0	 and	 s(0) = 0
y{
R
Y limT
	
a	 d	 {a } x+	 d	 {s } yRR-1-01	 d R	 1	 dRR	 1 (A-49)
Similarly
lim
RR-+0
	
T2 °` dRR {a2} x + dRR {s2} Y (A-50) ^m
The angle at which the vectors approach the x-axis depends on
r ^.
the ratios
l/	
d02/dRR	 dRR
anddal	
	 a2^ ^dRR
For very low rain rates these ratios are nearly equal and it can be
assumed that dl and d2 approach the x-axis along the same path.
Therefore the angle of the difference vector dl - d2 must be equal to
the path angle as illustrated in figure A-10.	 Therefore-
. i,:
w^r -n^ ...avw .;p1 ec* we"S 1^ 	,ipli t ^'y	 #	
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	 Figure A-10, The angle of d l - d2 at very
low rain rates is nearly -90
°
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lim
	
Phase{d - d } = -90° - tan- i { sl ^dRR 1 	;RR-+0
	 1	 2	 d a
I ^dRR	 j
r}
db	 i
2/
	-90° - tan- 1 {&t dRR}	 (A-51)
2/dRR t
Published [5] attenuation and phase data indicates that the inverse
Y	 ^
tangent term is small. Therefore
1
.	 s
RRmO Phase{d	 ( A -52)l - d 2 = -90°
